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•Budget cuts

UMaine to get $5.5M cut for next year's budget
By Michelle Hike!

Staff Writer
In response to Maine's$27 million budget
shortfall, legislators and university officials
expect the Orono campus to take a $5.5 million dollar budget cut for next year.
The budget cut, to be voted on when the
Legislature votes on the state budget for the
next fiscal year next week,is the sixth made to
the Orono campus over the last two years.
Charles Rauch, director of Business and
Finance at the University of Maine,said about
$10.5 million has been cutfrom the university.
Rauch said this latest budget cut to the
university consists of:
• $3.3 million in vertical cuts across the
Orono campus;
• $1.4 million to compensate for the expected student enrollment decline;
• $750,000 for inflation;
• $800,000 governor's additional budget
cut.
Rauch said the $3.3 million cut UMaine
took in November was made on such short
notice that cuts had to be horizontal.

•Knox robbery

He said with more time to prepare for next
year's budget scenario,the $3.3 million to be
taken will be reallocated vertically, and money cut from areas this year will be restored.
"This measure was decided by
(lnterim)President Hitt, when it was learned
we had to take the cut—that he would take it
horizontally now,but would reactivate the cut
vertically next year," he said.
Rauch said he isn't yet certain where the
$3.3 million cut would be reallocated,but said
he hopes to reach a decision with the Budget
Task Force committee in about two weeks.
The $1.4 million cut for expected student
enrollment decline is being made to "replace
one of the biggest classes" which enrolled at
the Orono campusfour years ago.Rauch said.
Although he couldn't comment on the
actual size of the enrollment decline, Rauch
said he didn't believe the budget cuts were
seriously affecting enrollment.
"But it is a worry," he said.
In other budgetary action, Rauch said the
BOT will be voting to approve the continu-

Maine's current
budgetary shortfall
will cause UMaine
to face a further
$5.5M cut for the
fiscal year1992.

The Breakdown

What's Ahead

• $3.3 million in funds re• 15.6% tuition increase yet to
allocated from the last round
be approved by BOT.
of budget cuts.
• $11.6 million legislative
• $1.4 million cut to account
payment deferred until 1993.
for expected enrollment
• Further $11M system-wide cut.
decline.
• $750,000 inflation adjustment
• $800,000 cut to help balance
the state budget

See BUDGET CUTS on page 14

•Alcohol ads

$2,700 in stolen property from GSS,Estabrooke council
oppose alcohol ad policy
Knox recovered by UlVi'D
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Some ofthe property stolen from
Knox Hall over spring break was
recovered on Wednesday,thanks in
large part to two calls to the UMaine
Department of Public Safety.
As a result of the information
from two anonymous calls to the
department, a search warrant was
issued Wednesday for the residence
of Tan Dang,20,of6 Sunset Drive,
Orono, according to Investigator
William Laughlin.
During the search, a computer
belonging to MacAct was discovered in Dang's room,along with 63
compact discs.The combined value
of the items was about $2,700.
Dang,who is a part-time student
at the University of Maine, was not
at home at the time ofthe search. On
Friday, the Third District Court in
Bangor issued a warrant for his arrest on the charge of burglary.
Laughlin said there may be three
or four people charged with the burglary along with Dang.
Laughlin said be had been in
contact with Dang by phone before
the warrant was issued. "I don't
think he's going too far," he said.
Along with the CDs recovered
from Dang's room,the department
also received 10 CDs turned in by
students who had bought them from
Dang, who had sold some for $1.
Laughlin urged any individuals
who believe they may have bought
property stolen from Knox Hall to

By Melissa Adams

Staff Writer
The General Student Senate and
Estabrooke Hall Council are charging the University of Maine and Substance Abuse Services (SAS) with
"hypocrisy"and"a paternal attitude"
toward students regarding the newly
revised Alcohol Beverage Marketing and Promotion policy.
Established in 1990 by Substance Abuse Services and Faculty
Senate, the policy calls for prior
approval of all alcohol advertising
by the SAS.Its recent revision mandates all advertising will only contam n responsible drinking messages
instead of images associated with
drinking, such as beer bottles.
On Jan. 21,the General Student
Senate passed"An act to correct the
hypocrisy in Substance Abuse Services,"in response to the removal of
bar signs in the Bear's Den which
didn't comply with the changes in
Investigator William Laughlin with recovered items from the policy. In conjunctio
n with the resKnox Hall robbery.(Kiesow photo.)
olution, the senate voted to present
Dr. Robert Dana, coordinator of
contact the Department of Public
He added he was optimistic about SAS, with a copy of George OrSafety and turn it in.
the recovery of the rest of the items well's novel,"1984."
"Those people who have stolen stolen from Knox.
While most believe responsible
items best get them back here before
At first the department thought drinking messages are important,
things move on," he said.
the break-in was criminal mischief arguments lie with SAS's review of
He said Knox was probably en- because all the rooms which were ail
alcohol advertising and the right
tered through an unlocked window broken into were undisturbed, acto determine what students can and
on the first floor. The screen in front cording to Laughlin. But once stucannot see while on campus.
of the window was cut.
dents came back from break, reIf SAS is supposed to review all
All the items in front of the win- ports of stolen items began coming alcohol ads
appearing on campus,the
dow had been moved when the stu- into the department.
senate stated,the review should apply
dents who lived in the room reThe current estimate of proper- not only to signs and print advertising
turned from break.
ty stolen from Knox Hall is $6,917. at Alfond Arena and the Bear's Den,

butto every magazine and newspaper
received at Fogler Library and all
commercials broadcast on the Residential Life Cable network.
Student Government President
Brent Littlefield said by only targeting public advertising areas like the
Bear's Den and Alfond Arena, the
university is not truly executing its
own rule and is guilty of selective
enforcement.
"If they're going to take down
the ads in the Bear's Den, they just
can't be biased and basically concentrate on the Bear's Den,the hockey arenas or any place they see fiu
"They have to do it for the whole
campus. Half the people saw it as
hypocrisy anddoingselectiveenforcerrient(and) I think the other half are
using it as a general blanket statement
to say how ridiculous they feel the
substance abuse policies are,"he said.
Dana disagreed, saying the university has an obligation to review
only the ads they are responsible for
bringing on campus.
"It's a little less broad than wanting to censor or look at everything
that comes in.
"Everything that comes and the
agreements we engage in, we want
to come under the policy," he said.
Littlefield said there have always been differing opinions between SAS and Student Government and expressed concern about
its role on campus. "I don't think
Substance Abuse Service has the
right to review ads...Whoever is
Sec ADS on page 14
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WorldBriefs
•Picasso

Theives steal painting, police
recover 3 missing others

1

1992

• Picasso painting stolen, police find three more
• Airport stalled for two hours during police cha

se

• War-shattered Cambodia asking for help
•Chaos

Police chase armed men through
airport, paralyzing travel

PARIS(AP)—Thieves took a mino
r painting by Pablo Picasso from a mus
eum
HONG KONG(AP)—Three armed men stole a car,
in Grenoble, while three other works
fired shots at police and fled
by the Spanish master stolen in 1990
were
to the airport Saturday, prompting police to launch a sear
recovered by police in Paris.
ch that paralyzed the busy'
airport for nearly two hours.
Staff at the Museum of Painting and
Sculpture in the Alpine town discover
ed at closing
Travelers ducked for cover as police and speci antiThursday that the 1901 oil, "L'Enfan
al
terrorist agents, shotguns cocked,
t a la Poupee"(The Doll Child), was
missing, the combed Kai Tak International Airpo
Museums of France agency reported
rt.
.
The three men had commandeered a car not far from
There has been no estimate of the valu
the airport and held the driver
e of the painting.
hostage as they sped away from a parking gara
Police on Friday recovered three Pica
ge, police said. The three got into
sso sketches worth $545,000 at the hom
a
e of an shootout with police who spotted the vehi
alleged dealer in stolen goods, Roger
cle, and one of the suspects was woun
Vidal-Michel, 33, the Culture Ministry
ded.
reported.
The three then abandoned the vehicle and fled on foot
Vidal-Michel was taken into custody.
toward the airport. Police arrested
the injured man soon afterward, but the other two
eluded the dragnet.

2

•Cry for help

Cambodia asks Japan
for peacekeeping troops

3

FOKYO(AP)— Visiting Cambodian
Prime Minister Hun Sen called Saturday for Japan
to send troops
to help keep peace in his war-shattered
country.
I lun Sen made the plea in a meeting with
former Foreign
Minister Hiroshi Mitsuzuka held hour
s after his arrival for
a three-day visit to Japan, Mitsuzuka's aide
s said.
The Cambodian leader is scheduled to meet
with Prime
Minister Kiichi Miyazawa and Foreign
Minister Michio
Watanabe before leaving for Washingt
on Monday for a
five-day visit to the United States, his
first.

•Government protests

Violence continues as
Sikh militants open fire
NEW DELHI, India — Sikh militants
opened
fire in a market square in a Punjab town
on Saturday,
killing 15 people and wounding 20 other
s, news
reports said.
More than two dozen other people were
reported killed
in violence elsewhere in the northern state
.
•World
The attacks are widely seen as an atte
mpt to discredit
Punjab's newly elected state government,
which was voted
to power last month in an election that
was boycotted by
most Sikh political parties.
Sikh militants sought to undermine the vote
by threatening and intimidating the electorate.
Sikhs are a slight majority in Punjab,a rich
and strategic
farming state bordering Pakistan.

4

politics

•Independence demonstration

Trade issues highlight Kurd sepa
ratists seeking
talks of Bush, German independen
ce clash with
chancellor
Turkish security forces

•Human rights

Red Cross staffto leave
TEHRAN(AP)—The Tehran governme
nt,apparently angry over a U.N. report criticizin
g its human
rights record, on Saturday ordered the expulsio
n of all
foreign Red Cross staffand froze the group's
operations in Iran.
The move came days after Iran accused the huma
nitarian
group of helping the United Nations comp
ile a report on
human rights earlier this month.
In it, the U.N. Human Rights Commission cited
torture of
political prisoners and discrimination against relig
ious minorities.
The report was regarded as a further setback
to president
Ilashemi Rafsanjani'sdrive to improve hiscount
ry's international stature, mend fences with the West and lure back
Iranian exiles
who have the expertise the country needs for recon
struction.
In Geneva,spokesman Thomas Rudin of the Inter
national
Committee of the Red Cross confirmed the expu
lsion order
and said staff had been given a week to leave Iran.
He denied
any inappropriate activities by Red Cross staff and
,
said the
group hoped to negotiate with Iranian authoritie
s and avoid a
suspension of its activities.

5
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CAMP DAVID (AP) — President
Bush and
TURKEY(AP)—Security
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl on
forces using tear gas
Saturday reand armored vehicles clas
newed commitments for speedy comp
hed
with
Turkish Kurdish
letion of world
separatist on Saturday,leaving
trade talks in a wide-ranging meeting
22 people dead in the
that also focused on worst clas
hes since Kurdish radicals bega
troubles in former Soviet states and
n seeking indeEastern Europe, and pendence
in
1984, officials said.
spokesman said.
In a separate incident, a
The two leaders, meeting informally in the
policeman was lynched in his
snowy Mary- house by Kurd
ish separatists,Turkey's inter
land countryside,"reviewed the status" of
ior minister said.
the thorny negotiSaturday's demonstrations poin
ations between the United States and Euro
ted to the growing poppean community ularity of the
Marxist rebels of the Kurdish
nations on trade, said White House spokesma
Labor Party, or
n Bill Harlow. PKK, which
wants a separate state.
They "agreed to give them their full support
with the aim
Interior Minister Ismet Sezg
of completing the round as soon as possible."
in said 10 people,including
seven PK K guerrillas, were
The two leaders planned to hold a news
killed and 20 were wounded in
conference fighting in the
southeastern city of Cizre.
Sunday.
Eleven demonstrators and
Harlow said they discussed the U.S. role
a police officer were killed in
in Europe, with a clash that
broke out in nearby Sirn
a"complete meeting ofthe minds"on the
ak after protesters
need for continued opened fire
on government offices,
U.S. military presence.
Sezgin said.
The violence came on
They also stressed the importance
the Kurdish spring holiday of
of supporting Newruz,
which Kurds have used
democratic reforms in the former Sovi
to flaunt their officially
et states and restricted
culture.
Eastern European nations through
international fiAuthorities had prepared
nancial institutions.
for trouble. About 120,
000
Turk
ish police and an unkn
On trade, Harlow said there were "goo
own
number of military took
d discussions" part in secur
ity operations on Satu
and a commitmentfor rapid progress in Gene
rday in the southeast.
va. But he said
In Cizre, a town of60,0
"there was never intention to reach agre
00 people near the Iraqi bord
ement" at Camp ambulances
er,
rushed past demonstrator
David on the complicated trade issues.
s' broken barricades
and small arms fire
crackled all over town.
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•Campus TV magazine

`UMaine Snapshots' takes many
By Kristy Marriner

Staff Writer
Between 120 and 140 hours
a month go
into producing Snapshots,
the University of
Maine's monthly TV magazine
show.
According to Janice Parks,
producer of
Snapshots,a tremendous amou
nt of work and
a lot of people are involved in
the making of
the half-hour long show.
Among the staff of the sho
w are three
UMainesifidents. Kara Tiemey,J
ennifer Ladd
and Heather Finnemore all love
their work in
the Public Affairs department,
which includes
working on Snapshots.

They have different majors and inter
ests,
but all agree Snapshots is a quality pmg
ram and
there is something for everyone on the
show,
`There's a real diversity — everythi
ng from
sports to English,"said Ladd,a Public Mana
gement major."I have a much clearer unde
rstanding of what the university does. I didn'
t realize
they go out there and touch so man
y people."
Tierney, an International Affairs
major,
agrees that working on the show
is a great
experience,and meeting people is the
best part.
"The experience of working with peop
le
and calling people I don't know has mad
e me
a lot more assertive," Tiemey said.
Finnemore, a journalism major, said
the

•Registration

hours, many contributors

experience she gets on the show is inva
luable.
"I get to see what everyone
at public
affairs does," she said.
The students do a variety ofjobs,
such as
making phone calls,setting up appo
intments,
doing camera work and other odd tasks
.
All three said they feel Snapshots has
been
a great success. "The show gives stud
ents a
different angle on where they are,
" Finnemore said."It lets them be involved
in some of
the positive aspects of the university
."
"With all the complaining about
the budget cuts, people lose sight ofsome
ofthe other
positive things," Ladd said. "If
people on
campus don't know what's going on
with the

ResLife drops deposit requirement

By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer

The first thing many students may
have
noticed about room sign-up for next
semester
is that no room deposit is required. Anot
her is
that room sign-up now lasts much
longer.
Residential Life has changed the
usual
sign-up procedures due to the smal
ler numher of students expected to live
on campus
next semester.
For spring semester 1988, an unus
ually
large student enrollment forced ResL
ife to put
students into triples. The step was
taken to,

ensure all students would have a room
. Usually such a spike in enrollment will
carry a
university for inumber of years, but
this time,
the wave of enrollment did not cont
inue.
Current demographics for student enrol
lments indicate numbers will drop by
approximately 200 students next fall. With
fewer
students to place, ResLife knew it
would be
easier to place them all, and resc
inded the
deposit policy. The $75 room depo
sit was
originally used to discourage stud
ents who
signed up for a room and then did
not claim
the room the following semester.
"In a time where everyone is low
on

university, you can only bet that
the conununity doesn't know either."
The new edition ofSnapshots will
include
features on the Adaptive Physical
Education
program, the nursing program, a
trip to Salzburg and the project to turn pota
to peels into
a high-fiber flour.
The students feel the word abou
t Snapshots is getting out slowly,and they
wish they
could reach more students.
Snapshots will be shown on WVI
I TV,
Channel 7, on Sunday, March 29,
at 11:30
a.m. Last month's show feat
uring guest
host Mike Bordick will be re-a
ired on
March 28, at 6:30 p.m. on MPBN.

due to lower enrollment

money, we didn't want to penalize
people
who may be low on money," ResLife
Assistant Director Ray Moreau said.
ResLife is working to make it easi
er for
students to get rooms. The current
procedure allows students three opportun
ities to
get a room. Squatters' rights are Marc
h 1626, March 30 is for changing roo
ms within
a hall, and April 2 is open room
sign up.
DTAV and York Village were done
earlier
to allow upperclassmen the latitude
to have
squatter's rights or move to another
dorm.
"We made room sign-up a two-week
instead ofa two-day process to make it
easier on

Apal

both the students and us," Moreau said.
"Peopie with schedule problems are not
under as
much pressure, and hopefully there won'
t be
long lines on the last day of sign-up.
"
Moreau said the process allows students
to
Squat their rooms even if they don'
t have a
roommate to sign up with. With fewe
r students, it will be easier to board stud
ents who
have not been placed through the usua
l lottery
system and more singles may be avail
able.
"Many schools still use a lottery syst
em
exclusively," Moreau said. "We are
fortunate that we can let our students choo
se their
roommates."

I 5 units available for
next September
.9 two-bedrooms $

•Wed., March 25th at the Union, 9-5
•Sat., Sun., March 28th & 29th at
the UMaine Indoor Soccer
Tournament in the
Fieldhouse from 9-5
Great deals on shorts,
indoor shoes, t-shirts, balls,
and much more!
Visit us at our shop

llella

Includes- Heat, Hot Water, Stove,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal, Stickered Park
ing, Some Pets Allowed
/5 minute walk to campus

Now Accepting Deposits- Stillwate
r Village- 866-26

58

E
Buy any small Pizza and get the
second

(and we deliver, too)

22 N Main St
01 T wn ME • 82 L
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Pizza for a Buck!

Absolute Soccer

The lake Campus

.6 one-bedrooms

500/month
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Late Night Company
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NationalNews

• Bush's re-election campaign working on his imag

e

• Freight train collision kills one in Kentucky on
Sunday
•Possible choices for Clinton's running mate dis
cussed

•Presidential campaign

Bush campaign working on im

age first, then Clinton

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pres
ident
Bush used that approach against
Bush's re-election team sees a
GOP only remaining Democrat
race against primary rival Patr
ic rival, Jerry on labor, government spending
ick Buchanan. Without Brow
and other
Democrat Bill Clinton as battl
n,is trailing badly in the delegate coun
e against a mentioning his oppo
t. topics to portray him as becoming more
nent's name he railed
resilient candidate with untapped
"It really doesn't matter to us right now
vulnera- against the perils of prot
liberal after his earlier affiliation with
ectionism and at- what they're
the
bilities. But first, the campaign
doing on their side. We're not conservative Demo
has to shore tacked bigotry in gene
cratic Leadership Counral, highlighting two veering °flo
up the president's own faltering
ur course,"said campaign strat- cil, and as a cand
image.
of Buchanan's weak points.
idate who panders to conCampaign officials insist that
egist Mary Matalin."Given the dynamics
Clinton's
of stituent groups for votes.
The president's advisors do not want
emergence as Bush's likely general
to the race and the economy, it's
going to be
election elevate Clinton by havi
They also see potential attack points
ng Bush take him on. tough no matt
in
opponent will not change Bush'
er who's out there," on the national surveys show
s primary But if Clinton launcbes
ing his home state of
attacks on the pres- Democratic side
campaign strategy for several week
.
s.
Arkansas as lagging in teacher pay,
ident deemed worthy of reply, Vice
worker
Presi"Our approach is going to be to focu
Still Bush's advisers are preparing for
s on
a safety and environmental protection.
the president and his record and
his plans,"
Despite the strategy, White House Chie
f
said Charles Black, a top Bush strat
egist.
of StaffSamuel H.Skinner began that
line of
That doesn't mean researchers are
not
attack on Sunday.
gathering information on Clinton.
But aides
"You're talking about being governor
of
said,It's really a race to see who can
define
a state that's ranked 50th in the nati
on in
themselves first.. then you can start
definmany categories," Skinner said on CBS
's
ing the other guy."
"Face the Nation." Arkansas "really
hasn't
With the persistent "protest vote
" dogmade... progress uncle' his leadership."
ging Bush in primaries,the Bush team
is well
Then there's the "family values"
theme
aware it must do a better job of port
raying
Bush pounded during his campaign
ing in
Bush as capable of pulling the nati
on out of dent Dan Quayle or othe
the South, and the president's enor
r surrogates will be fight, especial
mously
economic doldrums, instead of
ly noting what one described popular
letting him ready to fire back,
wife.
aide
s
said
.
take the blame for Americans' unha
as
Clin
ton'
som
s
ewh
at "teflon" ability to
ppiness.
"People will have to decide whether
For the time being,the White House
they
will survive primary blows that woul
At the same time,the president is expe
d have flat- want to replace Geor
ct- keep Bush involved in pres
ge and Barbara Bush
idential duties tened other cont
ed to underscore subtly his areas of
enders.
accom- and in battle with the
with Bill and Hillary Clinton," said
Democratic-controlled
one adplishment in unspoken contrast
"He's a good candidate and he's got
with Congress.
the ministration official, leaving a
clea
r
Clinton's perceived shortcomings
impr
esbest
peop
le
in the party working for him.. sion
— for
The president will highlight his eco
that the Clintons' personal and finan
instance, foreign policy leadership.
nom- They've done a good job sola
cial
r," Black said. life will be fair gam
ic program, health care and lega
e if only by implication.
l reform
"We have in mind to do that
Down the road, Bush strategists are
at some proposals and his effor
lookBut the Bush camp is especially
ts to increase exports ing to port
point," said Black."We don't need
eager to
ray Clinton as indecisive and debu
to spe- to create jobs.
nk any notion that it is digging
cifically reference him. If we do our
lack
out
ing a core set of beliefs, ironically
jobs, it
the personal dirt on Clinton in
For the record, campaign officials
the wake of
doesn't' matter what he does."
say same charge often leveled agai
nst Bush.
they aren't yet keyed on Clinton,
primary season allegations by wom
whose
en who
They are collecting campaign statemen
ts claimed extramarital affairs
with him.

With the persistent "protest vote
" dogging Bush
in primaries, the Bush team is well-aw
are it must
do a better job of portraying Bush
as capable of
pulling the nation out ofeconomic
doldrums.

YSARTS
Four hands-on Leadership
Workshops all about WINNING:
• Win

as a student leader

• Win on your resume
• Win with your letters of
recommendation
• Win in the job market
• Win in your future role as a
leader
• Win as an emerging professio
nal
• Win with confidence and
self-understanding
March 25: Goal Setting: Dream the
Impossible Dream
April 1: Leadership: Today's Leader
is Tomorrow's Future
April 8: Team Building: We're All
in it Together
April 15: Motivation and Recogn
ition: "Challenge
and Reward - Keys to Success"
All programs are to be held in the
Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union from 3:15pm to 4:
45pm
Sponsored by the Center for Studen
t Services, UM Cooperative
Extension Service and the Studen
t Leadership Committee. Members:
Beth EmerineCrane, Julie Lavopa, Jim
Moorhead and Bill Reed.

Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine •827-3459

We have CITGO quality gas,

so come in to our
new convenience store located
at
17 Stillwater Ave., Orono
and let our fuel attendants cat
er to you!
Wide selection of freshly made
sandwiches on our
famous homemade bread.

Daily Specials • Hot Dishes
r$2.00

CLIP AND SAVE

$2.00 off

$2.001

All Deli Items
including Hot Food.

d2.00

Limit one per custom
er per visit.
Offer expires March
31, 1992.
CLIP AND SAVE

$2 0-0

Hours: Sun. - Thur
s. 6a.m. to 10p.
m.
Fri. and Sat. 6a.m
. to 12 midnight
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•Train crash

•Democratic VP candidates

Tra
• •ins collide, Tsongas,Kerry might be VP choices for Clinton
g one,
injuring others
FULTON, Ky. (AP) — Two Illinois
Central freight trains collided head-on early
Sunday outside a rail yard, killing a crewman and injuring three others.
A northbound train with 65 cars collided with a 19-car southbound train near
Fulton, in southwestern Kentucky, said
Charlie Holcomb, a chief dispatcher for
Illinois Central Railroad in Chicago.
An engine trom one train and two engines
from the other derailed, but no other cars left
the track, Holcomb said. He said the southbound train was carrying cars and trucks,and
the other was carrying regular freight.
Holcomb said the cause of the accident has not been determined and officials don't know how fast either train was
moving at the time.
"We're in the process of getting tapes off
the engines and we have officials down
there on the scene," Holcomb said.
Mark McDaniel, a spokesman for Kentucky Disaster and Emergency Services,
said no hazardous materials were spilled,
except for a slight amount of diesel fuel
from one of the engines.
McDaniel and Holcomb said the name
of the crew member killed in the accident
would not be released, pending notification of his family.

Drugs kill.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two Demo- dump Vice President Dan Quayle,
but thus
crats who battled Bill Clinton for the presi- far has called himself
"non-political" and
dential nomination and a few who explored shown no interest in such
a race,
the idea are among those being mentioned as
A top Clinton aide,James Carville, maspotential running mates for the Arkansas terminded Wofford's race
against Attorney
governor.
General Dick Thornburgh for the PennsylClinton, who has virtually locked up the vania Senate Seat.
Democratic nomination, has almost four
Carville says it's too early to pick a vice
months to make up his mind,
presidential candidate.
He refused Sunday "to play the vice
"We've been operating under the aspresidential game"in tossing possible name sumption that you have to
catch the ball
about.
before you can throw it," Carville said.
But he outlined his requirements for a "Picking a vice president is part
of throwing
running mate; a candidate who would "be the ball. We haven't caught yet."
it
J
able to be a good president on the first day if
Clinton may shop for a running mate
I had a heart attack right after inauguration, who would give him regional
balance or
You'd have rO be able to compliment the someone who would reassure
Democratic
strengths and reinforce the shortcomings of liberals. Or simply someone
who would
the administration to be part of the team,"
Clinton said on NBC-TV's"Meet the Press."
Some names are already surfacing, ineluding former Massachusetts Sen.Paul Tsongas and Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey, both of
whom recently quit the presidential race.
Other possible candidates include New
Jersey Sen. Bill Bradley and House Marority
Leader Richard Gephardt of Missouri, who
ran for the 1988 presidential nomination,
Long shots include freshman Sen. Harris
Wofford of Pennsylvania and Gen. Colin
—James Carville,
Powell,chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Powell, who is black, has climbed the
Clinton aide
power ladder under Republicans, but no law
would keep him off the Democratic ticket, bring no liabilities to the ticket.
His presence could increase black registraWhoever Clinton's running mate is, the
tion and would add military credentials, as selection probably won't become
much of
would Kerrey's.
an issue because voters tend to look only at
Powell also was mentioned as a possible the top of the ticket, says Democratic
pollrunning mate for President Bush should he stet Clairbourne Darden.

"You have to catch the
ball before you can
throw it. Picking a vice
president is part of
throwing the ball. We
haven't caugh
t it ."
yet

"Youjust have to look at recent elections
to tell," Darden said. "George Bush was
pulling a submerged duffel bag with Dan
Quayle and he won by significant landslides."
Here's a look at some of the potential
picks: Tsongas would give Clinton an anchor in the Northeast. His economic plan
was similar to Clinton's with the exception
of a proposed middle-class tax cut on which
they disagreed.
While Tsongas appealed to well educated, high-income suburbanites, Clinton attracts blacks, blue-collar workers and lesseducated voters.
"You've got a winning hand" with that
combination,said Democratic strategistJohn
White.
• Bradley would lend the luster of a
former sports star along with the credentials
of a Rhodes scholar (Clinton was one as
well) and reviews in Washington as one of
the Senate's bright lights.
Gephardt was tested on the campaign
trail in 1988. He also is popular among
congressional Democrats. But he comes
from Missouri, which is next door to
Clinton's home state and thus provides
little regional balance. His leadership position in the House could be damaging this
year, with a powerful anti-incumbent feeling among the electorate.
• Kerrey, the Medal of Honor winner
who lost part ofa leg in Vietnam,has clashed
with Clinton over how the Arkansas governor got his Vietnam draft deferment.
Darden said any grudge could heal quickly
if Clinton likes Kerrey's potential. "Politics,"
he said,"is a very practical occupation."

•

Alph Tau Omega
and
Delta Tau Delta
are proud -to present

ONE OF

STOP FIVE COUEGE BANDS IN THE COUNTRY:

FEY SPINHCH FEY
Saturday Night March 28, Lengyel Gym,$3 Bucks
As if that wasn't enough...
$50 Raffle
Cash Bar with ID
Refreshments
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CollegeNews

• University of Toledo police officer accused of murder
• Tennessee won't put condom machines in dorms
• UVM having problems with its lack of diversity

•Campus safety

,
Campus ponce credentials vary from state to state

By Amy Reynolds
CPS

For college administrators, for competent campus police officers,for students and
their parents. the University of Toledo story
is perhaps the ultimate tale of horror.
On Jan. 27, University of Toledo police
found the body of Melissa Anne Herstrum,a
19-year-old nursing student,face down in the
snow,shot 14 times. On Feb. 1, police arrested a university police officer for the murder.
As police continued to release the details
of the killing, more allegations against Officer Jeffrey Hodge, 22, have surfaced.
Although Hodge has been charged only
with aggravated murder, police suspect
the officer in a plethora of crimes on
campus — three death threats made to
female students over the telephone; two
bomb threats; nine arsons over the 1991
Labor Day weekend; and a Jan. 20 shooting spree in which six shots were fired
from a 9mm pistol into a women's dormitory, barely missing a sleeping student.
While the Toledo case is uncommon, it
has raised a basic question of trust — how
much students should have in the police

officers who are hired to protect them.
According to Roger Serra, president of
the International Association of Campus
Law Enforcement Administrators and chief
of the University of Washington Police
Department, the credentials of campus po-

cases, they have no academy training."
Each state has its own process of determining the competence of potential psychological testing, a background check and a
polygraph scr ni g.
There
is the question of whether

one who's judging them."
The lack of training and loyalty, however, has no impact on whether or not security
guards can carry guns, Serra says.
"That's been a major problem at some
schools," Serra said. "For officers at the
private and two-year colleges, we need to
have some sort of training for them."
Still, the problems aren't isolated to private security. Hodge,a member of a university police department, was a graduate ofthe
police academy as well as a graduate of the
University of Toledo.
In the Herstrum case, police say the
Toledo student stopped at an accident scene
about 4 a.m. to offer help. According to
police, Herstrum did not know Hodge prior
campus officers should carry guns at all.
to the accident. Hodge was one of several
"We should be less like the traditional officers who found Herstrum's body
after
police department and more like communi- an anonymous person — whom
police bety departments in terms of our response," leive to be Hodge — called a local
cab
said Tom Evans, public safety director at company and said he saw a taxi driver
robbed
Drew University in New Jersey.
at gunpoint in a campus parking garage.
"We're still serving as a police organizaThe cab dispatcher called police, who
tion, but we do it without sworn authority, didn't find the taxi but did
find Herstrum's
without weapons. I think it's very effective body in the area, near the Engineer
ing Tech... we're interacting with the students so they nology Laboratory Center
at the University
see us as part of the community, not some- of Toledo's Scott Park
campus.

Most states require basic police academy
training for all officers. But many two-year
colleges and private colleges are not bound to
the same guidelines.
lice vary from state to state.
Serra says most states require basic police academy training for all officers —
state, city, federal and campus. But, he says
many two-year colleges and private colleges are not bound to the same guidelines.
"There are both commissioned and noncommissioned officers," Serra says. "A lot
of schools use private security guards because they can't afford a regular police
department. In most of the(private security)

spring 192 workshops on emotional health issues

wednesday, march 25, 3:15 - 4:30pm
ffa room, memorial union
This discussion will address the developmental
process of separation/individuation
and how to deal with feeling,s of loneliness.
Facilitator Ellen Abell,
Staff Psychologist, Counseling Center
This series is sponsored by the Commuter Services
in cooperation with the Counseling Center
and the Memorial Union. All programs are free
and open to the public. For additional information
contact Mary 1?oherty, Graduate Assistant
at the Commuter Services Office, 581-1821.

TODAY
TALKING WITH YOUR CHILDREN ABOUT SEX
Wednesday, March 25, 12:15 - 1:30pm
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMaine
Parents are the sex educators of their children, whether
they do it well or badly.
This session will provide suggestions on how parents
might approach sexual issues
with their children.
Dr. Sandra Caron is Assistant Professor of Family
Relations in the School of Human
lkvelopment. She received her B.S. and M.S. from
Syracuse University, teaches
the popular course CHF 351: Human Sexuality, and
writes a regular column on sexuality
for The Maine Campus.

No Ozone?
If you're in the market for one
seriously dark

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
I Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from

r

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

the fountain for

for

$4.99

$8.99

Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 50¢ per order

Eat in or Take out
Delivery 50¢ per order

tan, but feel uncomfortable baring
your skin
to the sun, get into the Hutl
The Hair Hut has two tanning
beds and
one tanning capsule, so you can
easily
achieve the
March 'n April
color you want
without even
Tanning Specials
5 sessions
stepping outside
SIF°
Sign up .no.w and save big w 10 sessions
S279
'
our March 'n' April Specials.
15 sessions
S33"
Thinking about your 1992 Spring
2091391011$
S40°'
Hairdo? Remember, UMaine students
always receive a 10% discourl
on all hair services.

The &fair 4-tut

47 Atlin Roa2,. :A4i1for?,
627-672.3

AA.
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College
Briefs

•Diversity

UVNI debates how much diversity's enough

BURLINGTON, Vt. (CPS) — Racial
and ethnic differences divide many college
College hair setting own
communities, but. the University of Vermont campus has the opposite problem terminology
students
and administrators are warring over
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (CPS) —
its
lack
of
diversity.
Sorority Bob is not some misguided
Many students complain that the univerfreshman.
sity hasn't done enough to attract minority
And Nice Do is not a compliment.
and
foreign students and that students are
That's the word from Supercuts. Inc.
being
denied a"global education"that comes
on the latest hairstyles among college
with
diversity.
students.
The protests resulted in a three-week
"Students come in asking for all kinds
occupation of the university president's ofofcuts and styles, using all kinds oftermifice in April 1991 and a hunger strike by two
nology,"said Karen Anderson,director of
students earlier this year. A spokesman for
communications for Supercuts.
the administration dismissed the students'
"Our stylists satisfy mostrequests withactions
as a "media event," and insisted the
out hesitation.Sometimes,however,we've
university was doing its best to increase the
got to better define our terms without
number of foreign and minority students.
splitting hairs."
Minorities make up 5.2 percent of the
For example, Sorority Bob is campus
11.000-member student body at the college
vernacular for a women's hairstyle —
on the shores ofLake Champlain.The state of
shoulder-length hair, worn straight, with
Vermont has a98.5 percent white population.
or without bangs.
"There is unrest and general frustration
High and Tight is a reference to toon both sides," said John Commers, 18, a
day's version of a crew-cut.
history major and assistant news editor for
Mall Hair, which needs no further
the student newspaper, the Vermont Cynic.
description, is also known as Big Hair, a
The diversity issue has fueled a series of
carryover from high school. It is defidemonstrations over the past year that have
nitely out of style in college, Anderson
marred an otherwise peaceful campus.
says.
"I feel like the word 'diversity' has beOther descriptions:
come a buzzword but the unrest is growing.
• Fiat dO: The man's GQ look, usually
A lot of state residents feel like this is a state
short, neatly cut and combed.
university, and there is nothing wrong with
• Zipper head: Hair parted down the
it representing the state population; others
middle. You figure.
see it differently," Commers said.
•Nice do: A slam on unattractive styles,
The university recently released a report
usually followed by the word — NOT!
on the school's work in achieving ethnic
• Shrub head: Haircuts that resemble
diversity, but it received mixed reviews.
manicured bushes.
•Hat hair:The aftermath ofthree hours
in a baseball cap.
•The shelf: Buzzed at the bottom,full
on top.
•Skate head: Long on top,short around
the sides and back.
• Bed head: What hair looks like when
you wake up five minutes before class.

Tennessee University
rejects condom machines
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.(CPS) —
Middle Tennessee State University administrators have rejected a student government resolution to install condom machines in every campus residence hall.
Dr. Robert C. LaLance, vice president
for Student Affairs, decided to nix the
resolution approved by the Student Government Association in October 1991.
"This has nothing to do with being
prudish or backward." LaLance told the
student newspaper, Sidelines.
"It was not a disagreement in subject,
but in method to serve the students on
health-related issues with health services," he said."There is an appropriate place
providing for this need."
The resolution stated that condom
machines would provide protectionsfrom
unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.
"We're going to try to put it through
again," said Toby Gilley, speaker of the
SGA Senate."With AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases,I don't see how
any measure could be enough."

Only seven more
weeks of school until
summer!

"It (the report) outlined several things
that were true, but not really statements of
progress," Commers said.
Two students,Karl Jagbandhansingh and
Pamela Smith,engaged in a three-week hunger strike in January to protest the university's response to the problem.
"It was a media event,"said Nick Marro,
director of university public relations.
"This is a handful of very unhappy individuals," Marro said."Clearly,over the past
four or five years, the school has made a
conscious effort to increase numbers, and

Minorities make up 5.2
percent of the 11,000member student body.
Vermont has a 98.5
percent white
population.
progress has been made,but it's not as rapid
as some individuals would like to see."
Marro said the administration did not
disagree that students have a right to be
offered opportunities to learn on a global
level and said the administration was "trying to do all that it can"to promote diversity.
"The disagreement is numbers and how
fast we can do this," he said.
Marro added that the president, Tom
Salmon,a former governor of Vermont,was
trying to cooperate with the students. Salmon took over as president in November 1991.
"Tom Salmon has made it clear he will

listen to them, and have discussions with
them, and will be tolerant of First Amendment rights," said Marro, who called the
hunger strike "nonsense" and an attempt to
manipulate the media.
Alex Johnson,editor in chiefof the Cynic, says the majority of students are in favor
of diversity, but there is no organized group
behind the demonstrations.
Johnson said years of frustration about
the school's diversity policies led students
to seize the office offormer university president George Davis.
Over the past year, Johnson said the
diversity issue "just would not go away."
Davis resigned in November 1991, in the
middle ofa controvesy about budget cuts for
the university.
The diversity issue has been fueled over
the past year by other student resistance
efforts that have angered administrators,
such as thefollowing:
•April 1991.Twenty-two students seized
the president's office for three weeks, a protest that ended in the arrests of three individuals. At one point, an estimated 600 to 700
students demonstrated outside the building.
•May 1991.Students constructed a symbolic shack dubbed "Diversity University"
on the main green in protest of the university's minority policies.
• September 1991. Students attempted a
second takeover of the president's office.
Several more were arrested.
• November 1991. Days before Thanksgiving Day, 1991, the "Diversity University" shack was burned to the ground.
• January 1992. Students staged a sit-in
that ended peacefully with no arrests.

Putting Descartes
before decors.

A new body copy of knowledge.
You think,therefore you can work in advertising. It's that
simple (or complicated, depending on
how intensely you develop the concept).
So if you fancy yourself the campus
Camus, then The Maine Campus Ad
Department is where you belong
(metaphysically speaking, of course).
Atman + Ad woman Ultimate Reality
Instead of concentrating solely on JBR
stock, we're in the midst of piecing
together an eclectic,existential ad staff—
disciples of Plato, fans of Lou Reed.
Could there be a more logical place to
find these folks than the Maples? (Our
recruiting slogan: "Be all that you can—
be.") Nihilists? Nay!
The only local bookshelfthat boasts
Levinas & Derrida, Ogilvy & Mather.
Become a part of the spectacle! You'll find that absurdity

lies not only in human existence, but in a badly-kemed
headline, as well. Once you accept this
reality, we'll accept the benign
indifference of the universe.
Turns your ideologies into cash!
Our department transcends work-study;
anyone can apply. Becomea commodity!
Contemplate paste-up,computer design,
copywriting, and logotypes. You'll find
the work atmosphere decidedly po-mo,
and the high-teth equipment a starting
point, a means to an end. Zarathustra
never said life could be this meaningful!
You Kant go wrong.
To apply,simply materialize in our Lord
Hall office. Bring an open mind. Ask for
Ralph Bartholomew. Make sure to share
the reasoning behind your application.
To us, it's the thought that counts.

The Maine Campus
Advertising Department

The place with spaces to fill.
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StateNews

• Man dies after being stabbed at Ba

ngor supermarke
t
• State union prepares against a shor
tened work week
• State legislators trying to pass publ
ic works package

•Murder

Man stabbed to death a

BANGOR(AP)— An
18-year-old man
is to be arraigned on
a murder charge Monday following a weeken
d stabbing stemming from a confrontatio
n over shoplifting,
police said.
Michael S. McDowell
, 27, of Bangor,
died in St. Joseph's Hos
pital on Saturday
night after being stabbe
d in the parking lot
ofa Shop'n Save superm
arket on Broadway
in Bangor.
Pomchai Moontri, who
lives in the Bradley area, was arrested
without incident in a

•Paycut

MEI

t Bangor Shop'n Save Saturd

convenience store about
20 minutes after
McDowell was stabbed,
city police Deteclive Phillip Moody sai
d Sunday.
Moontri was being hel
d in Penobscot
County Jail on a murder cha
rge and is to be
arraigned in District Court
on Monday,said
the detective,
The incident began at the
checkout
counter in the Shop 'n
Save store when
Moontri and a 17-year
-old companion
were accused of shopli
fting. After confronting the two, employ
ee Mark Lajoy,

21, of Bangor, was stabbed in the
shoulder, said Moody.
Lajoy was treated at St. Joseph's
Hospital, but his injuries were not con
sidered
serious,
Moontri and his companion
fled to the
parking lot, where they wer aga
e
in confronted,this time by McDowell, wh
o worked in a
different Shop 'n Save store.
During a struggle, McDowell was stabbed"m
ore than once"
and collapsed, said Moody.
The two fled on foot and wer
e picked up

ay

at a Seven-Eleven store.
Police recovered
two knives, said Moody.
Police asked tha
t
anyone who might hav
e seen two ,young
men running between the
supermarket and
convenience store Saturd
ay evening to con
tact authorities.
Juvenile charges were
pending against
Moontri's acomplice.
His name was not
given because of his age,
but police said he
is from the Bangor area.
Police said Moontri is
from Thailand
and has lived in the area
for a few years

State union leaders organ

By Francis X. Quin
n
Associated Press Wri
ter

AUGUSTA(AP)— Sta
te worker union
leaders have begun to
organize what they
promised would be an out
raged response to
an Appropriations Com
mittee vote to reduce the state employee
work week as a way
to save $20 million.
Meanwhile, panel memb
ers who unanimously endorsed the pla
n to bridge the final
gap in the $150 millio
n budget reduction
package maintained it
had been their last,
best option, while conced
ing it would face
hostility in the full Legisl
ature.
"I'm hearing from a lot
ofangry people,"

izing against reduced work

week

said Maine State Employ
ee Association lead- voted
to reduce weekly hours for
er Carl Leinonen on Saturd
most of end of the work
ay. "There's no 13,000
week will be 7.5 per
state employees from 40
way you can justify that hea
cent
to 37,
less," he said."But the rat
vy a hit on one
At
the
e of pay will be 7
sar
ne time,the committee repeal
segment of the populatio
ed percent less as well."
n."
a 7 percent pay raise that had
Democratic Sen.Joseph
taken effect last
C.Brannigan of July and
Brannigan, Republican
been offset by mandated
Rep. Judith C.
Portland, a co-chairm
days off Foss of Yarmou
an of the legislative for
th and other budget
employees, while scrapp
panel that approved the
paneling another 17 ists pre
budget package furlou
dicted that selling the
gh days scheduled for the
Friday night, said the
budget packnew fiscal age to Ho
majority party only yea
use and Senate rankr that begins this July.
embraced the 7.5 percen
and-filers
t pay cut"very,very
would not be easy.
Gov
.,
Joh
n R. McKernan's budget
reluctantly" after other alt
chief,
ernatives failed to H.
But Foss said strong opp
Sawin Millett, said the
pan out,
osition to new
pay hike repeal revenu
e measures and limited
and accompanying furlou
"The Republicans had
enthusiasm
gh shelving would for
their hole filled offset
more program cuts left law
and have negligible econom
with all the programs
mak
ers withic impact. out more pal
we were trying to
atable choices.
But Leinonen asserted
protect," Brannigan sai
tha
t parallel ad-d.
A legislative negotiato
justments would compou
r, Democratic
In a move that surprised
nd worker losses. Rep
and infuriated
. Donnell P. Carroll of
"The impact on the pay
union officials, the App
Gray, said he
che
ck
as
we
ropriations panel der
un- would be hard-p
stand it.. is that the peo
ressed to make a case for
ple's pay at the the com
mittee plan himself.

Sorry about
that ankle!

The Cutler Health Ce
nter walk-in service
will not be available on

Wednesday, March

25 only.

We apologize for any

inconvenience.

Uniry or tine And
11•••

p(ace

AllEnglish ma
jors—and those
interested in beco
ming one—
need to attend an
important info
rmation session
on
Thursday, Marc
h 26, 7:00pm
in 100 Neville Hal
l.
Discussed will be
the Fall 1992
registration
andgraduation
reqirements

990 Pizza!

•

23, 1992

It's so simple! Fr
om now until Apr
il 15, buy any
Oven and use this
small pizza from
coupon to get
the Pizza
another* for only
99tr!**

WE

DE11.17;

Pizza Oven

) 154 Park Stre
et, Orono
• of equal or less

er value •• three
top

866-5505

ping limit; one
coupon

•
per customer per
order

I.
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•Bond issue

•Child abuse

Legislators working to pass State criticized for neglecting
new public works bonds dead child's abuse
AUGUSTA,(AP)— Legislative panelists are gearing up for another try at building
a working majority to back a major public
works bond package.
To date, Republican opposition in the
Senate has blocked passage of a $90 million
proposal that, if approved by voters, could
finance enough highway, sewer and other
public works projects to create an estimated
4,500 jobs.
Republican counter-offers of something below $80 dollars have not borne
fruit either.
On Friday, the Housing and Economic
Development Committee came up with a
$79 million compromise plan whose biggest component - $42 million - would go
toward transportation projects.
Advocates want to put it on the primary
election ballots in June.
The McKeman administration took no
immediate position on the plan, and further
talks have been scheduled for Monday.
State Planning Office Director Richard
Silkman said Saturday he plans to discuss

the issue with the governor at the administration's weekly Cabinet meeting and get
back to committee leaders.
During recent weeks of discussion on a
bond initiative, which Gov.John R. McKernan called for in his State of the State address earlier this year, the administration's
stance has been, "if the Legislature can
agree on something, then we'll support it,"
Silkman said.
McKernan's hands-off approach has
drawn repeated criticism from Democrats.
Noting the source ofopposition to previous Democratic initiatives, the committee's
House chairwoman said Saturday, "if it's
going to happen, it has to happen out of the
Senate."
Rep. Rita B. Melendy,D-Rockland,said
GOP support for a package remains generally strong within the committee, but worried that a continued dispute within the
Legislature could undercut the prospects for
voter approval of any plan that may emerge.
"The people out there are beginning to
be confused," she said.

Are you a Roman Catholic?
Do you want to receive the
Sacrament of Confirmation?

LEWISTON (AP) -- A motel owner
says he cannot forget the horrifying scene:
Rocky Crowley punching the face of his 17year-old girlfriend, who used her screaming, infant son to block the blows.
Six weeks later, the 2-month-old baby,
Chase Vincent Crowley, was dead.
State child-protection officials had been
warned several times about the violent atmosphere in the baby's household before
his body was found in an Auburn motel
Sept. 12, his legs broken,ribs fractured in 20
places, and suffocated.
His mother, Sherrie Cotton, is charged
with manslaughter for allegedly stuffing a
sock in the mouth of her baby. Rocky Crowley, 31, is charged with assault, aggravated
assault and endangering the welfare ofa child.
The tragic story reflects a pattern of
abuse that was not unknown to the state
Department of Human Services, according
to the Maine Sunday Telegram.
Martin Finley,owner ofthe Holiday Motel
in Lewiston, recalled the brutal scene from
last July, when he went to Crowley's and
Cotton's room to warn them to stop fighting.

"She had that baby against her like a
shield,"said Finley."I said to Rocky,`If you
are going to beat her, go ahead. But give me
the baby."
The fight ended and Finley evicted the
couple. The following day, he reported the
scene to the DHS, which had been Cotton's
guardian for two years.
The department had been told many times
before that the infant,
well as his 16month-old brother, wet
peril. Foster parents,a home-health agency and a hospital had
all issued warnings, the Telegram said.
Yet the state continued to show confidence in Cotton, and at one point awarded
temporary custody of her older son, Nicholas, to Rocky Crowley, a convicted felon.
Meetings between social workers and
Cotton were infrequent, as she drifted from
motel to motel to live.
"We have 2,500 situations similar to this
one right now,"said Peter Walsh,director of
the DHS Bureau of Child and Family Services. "Our workers are human. We have
not developed a foolproof plan that ensures
the safety of every child."

GEORGE CARLIN
live 41 Collet/a-

Announcing
— C nf.rmation Preparation Sessions will be held on
the following Sundays:
March 29
April 5
c)
April 12
ei
April 26
at 7:15 at the Newman Center
— Confirmation will be celebrated May 3rd during the
6:15 Mass.

6p

4
:11
4.4*
100.3 FM

SPECIAL GUEST

CHANDLER TRAVIS
FRI., MAR. 27
TWO SHOWS
7pm & 9:30pm
Maine Center for the Arts
Orono
All Seats Reserved

TICKETS: S17

Please call Sister Carole Jean or Father Murray at
866-2155 before March 27 to register for these
sessions.

Check out these great deals!
.10% off accessories with the purchase of a new bike
*Tune ups
•Save big on 91's
•Save on great mud tires:
—Smokes $17.99
— Hound Dawgs $15.99
Prices good now until April 5

ON SALE NOW ot the Box Office or
by phone with VISA/MosterCord
Co11581-1755
Tickets also available at the door
1 1/2 hours before showtimes.

New Expanded
Hours:
Mon. 9-4
Tues. - Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-5
-

Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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EditorialPage
•Union changes

When it's time to change
The University of Maine took
one small step for students
and one giant leap toward
a better Union as it finalized its
proposals for the Memorial Uni
on renovation.
The recommendation is slated
for a Board ofTrustees vote at
today's meeting at USM.
If the recommendation passes
, the Gamerootn bowling
alleys and three pool tables wil
l be replaced by a new 24-hou
r
computer cluster featuring app
roximately 74 new Macintosh
and DOS computers.
As Peter Brady once sang, "W
hen it's time to change
you've got to rearrange." Gro
ovy, Pete, right on.
The Memorial Union that was
built in 1953 for 3,500
students now accommodates
12,000, along with faculty, staff
and community members.
Since UMaine can't afford a cup
of coffee these days, not
to mention a multi-million dollar
new building, every inch of
space counts. The bowling alleys
, although enjoyed by many,
don't justify the amount of spa
ce they take up anymore.
The Memorial Union Ad Hoc
committee recognized an
under utilized space and is rep
lacing the alleys with a muchneeded resource for students —mo
re computers.
Although it's unfortunate the Gam
eroom has to be disrupted,it's a necessity. While there is
Midway through another cola possibility oflostjobs at the
umn,a discussion broke out here
Gameroom,officials have assure
at
d employees first opportunity The Maine
Campus about childof new jobs.

Kiddy crime and punishmen

ted some great crimes, or at leas
t
errors in judgment.
hood crime and punishmen
One guy's brother was punt.
The mostdisappointing part ofthe
ishe
Doe
sto
d because he and a cousin
evs
wholeendeavorwas lack
ky wouldn't relate to this
ofstudent opinion and support.
wer
thri
e
found lying on the lawn on
ller
,
but
it
prov
ided some good
Every opportunity was made to
alert and inform students ofthe
their backs shooting arr
chuckles for the rest of us.
ows
possibility ofchange. As usual,
straight up in the air to see
One member of The Campus
the students failed to rise to the
how
aro
und
biti
ng
challenge and actually give a staff dabble
people
close they could get on the
d in pyrotechnics durdamn one way or another.(MM)
way
One day her father reached
his down without getting hit.
ing his preteen years.
breaking point and he bit her bac
k.
One day he threw a homemade
That created some parental gray
She assured us it didn't bre
ak the hair.
•Congress
bomb and as it exploded his
un- skin, but it convinced
her not to do
cle's dog "got in the way."
My mother has a head of gray
He it again.
assured us the dog wasn't real
hair
, courtesy of me. Now that
ly
Another guy once stole som
e I've matured beyond chi
hurt, but he did get grounded
for a marbles from a kid'
ldhood
s pocket and pranks and
month.
expanded my horizon
was so proud of himself
that he for potential troubleAmerica's favorite pastime,compla
Another exploit involved the
making, my
ining about Congress,
told his parents about it.
manufacture of a colossal stin
is back with a vengeance.
mother is losing her hair. The
ksad
His parents told him people
who thing is I don't feel guil
bomb.
Ofcourse,they make it so easy. Mid
ty
abo
ut
it.
stea
l
hav
e
to go to jail, so the next
night pay raises. Perks
Since this unnamed terrorist was
That'll teach her for spanking
like free health clubs, reduced rate
me
morning they took him to
the po- that last time.
s at vacation resorts and the always a town suspect, he manulice department for "booki
latest on the list, personal check ove
ng.
"
fact
ured
the
I'm not the only childhood crim
bomb and then serdrafts.
He was seven-years-old.
A recent ABC News/Washington
Need- inal who has exp
cured an airtight alibi. He coe
anded her horirced less to say he nev
Post poll found that 76
er
too
k
anymore zons.
some
percent ofthe people disapprov
e ofCongress as an institution. bom friends into throwing the marbles.
b into the New Sweden comOne ofour Campus delinquents
Ofcourse the Congress has535 mem
This same kid also com
bers to go out into their munity center while Goo
mitted left a sex doll out
d
Mor
in the open when
nconstituencies across the countr
some forgotten crime for
y and make enemies.
which his parents wer
ing America or some such
e
sho
visiting earlier
w
his mother lost
But there's the rub, the fact is
most are not personally was filming a Swedish dancing his bags and control. She packed this year. His parents have obvitold him to go live
unpopular. Members of Congress
ously learned to cope with
are almost always well liked festival.
with someone up the stre
his anet. He was tics. His fath
He assured us that somewhere
within their districts. At least that
er responded by sayalmost to the end of the
's what the numbers say.
street be- ing "and
there exists actual footage of
your
In 1990, ninety-six percent of Hou
se incumbents up for happy group doing their Swethe fore she finally broke down and thing-Shirley. roommate sure " Parents have come
dreelection won. In 1988 the percen
called him back.
ish dancing thing among billow
tage stood at 98.5.
a long way.
s
One editor onc
However, with 1992 being a pres
Most of us have been threatidential election year it is of foul smelling smoke until the with her olde e had a squabble
r sister.
easy to see that the scandal will not
be allowed to fade away soon. people belched forth from the two teddy bears(RalphApparently ened with dire consequences for a
and Woof) potpourri
building.
House members on the campaign
ofjuvenile delinquency.
were thrown down the
trail will no doubt be
stai
rs.
He was never punished for this
Som
e
of
us
asked how many checks they bounce
have actually seen these
The impetuous five
d and why they allowed it most heinous crime becaus
-year-old threats
real
e
they
ized.
poached a small pink
to happen.
teddy bear
could never prove anything,
I haven't revealed my
al- named "Pinky" fro
worst
Will that make a difference on electi
m her big sis- chi
though the town of New Sweden
ldhood punishments, but don'
on day? It might.
ter's bed, ran downstai
t
rs,
hid the worry Mom
had its suspicions.
While voters have often neglected to
and Dad, I remember
bear behind the dryer and
hold their representaflus
hed every one of
An infamous Campus columtives liable for institutional failures, the
them.
the toilet.
y have been willing to nist couldn't
remember the crime
We all admitted that we
vote them out for personal shortcomings
Her
earned
big
sist
er
cried and talked the
.
for which she was punished;
punishments doled out,but wer
may- into the toilet unti
Overdrafting a few checks,or a few hun
e
l
thei
r parents surprised
dred even,isn't the be it was talking back, but her returned
by some of the ingenuity
later in the afternoon.
biggest mistake someone can commit
mother got so enraged that
Her our parents use
in office.
she father hauled her
d to break us of our
aside and after bad
pummeled her favorite daught
However,it doesstrike home to many vot
habits.
er some questioning
ers and givesthem with
she admitted
the grapefruit she had been
something tangible to think about com
where the bear was stas
e election time.
hed. He
holding at the time.
Cari Clay is a senior who
chuckled and then
If so, there may be a lot of ex-polit
'd like
spanked her to know
icians reading the
This same columnist had a bad
whatjuvenile delinquen
any
way
.
classifieds in December.(DMK)
cy
habit as a child. She used to run
Brooks Hamilton com
Some of our siblings
mitted and
commit- was punish
edfor as a child.
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•Independence vote showsformer USSR still disintegrating
• UN inspectors investigate Iraqi weapons "graveyard"

•Commonwealth of Independent States

Former Soviet Union's breakup steadily continues

MOSCOW (AP) — The independence enter agreements
with other republics, said
ote in Tatarstan and the growing rancor at the end of a fractious
commonwealth
between leaders of Russia and Ukraine show summit on Friday that
the rifts were caused
that the disintegration of the former Soviet not by animosity, but by
the conflicting
Union continues unabated.
needs of the republic.
An early victim of the splintering may be
"We will do what is needed"for our own
the Commonwealth of Independent States, peoples, Kravchuk said.
which was created last December by the leadHe refused to sign a document that Rusers of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus to replace sian President Boris Yeltsin called the
centerthe Soviet Union and slow the break up.
piece of the Kiev summit, an agreement that
Since the Soviet collapse, civil strife has would have cemented a unified military
comintensified in the Caucasus Mountains in mand for the former Soviet armed
forces.
Moldova. And leaders of the republics have
Kravchuk also reaffirmed his decision to
been feuding over nuclear weapons, war- halt the removal of tactical nuclear weapons
ships, oil, money — anything of value.
from Ukraine for dismantling in Russia.
Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk,
The Ukrainian president is being driven
the commonwealth leader most reluctant to by strong nationalism in his homeland, the

second-most populous of the former Soviet
republics.
Most Ukrainians, who for centuries were
subjects of the Russian and Soviet empires,
are hostile to any arrangement that would
make them feel subservient to Moscow.
The result, however, has been to cripple
the commonwealth.Like the Soviet government before it, the association has been
powerless to halt economic collapse, stop
civil war or agree on virtually any major
military or political question, Kravchuk said
at the opening of the summit.
"Public opinion is growing that the commonwealth is a screen behind which republic governments are attending to their own
problems," he said, declaring that the meet-

ing must produce a "breakthrough."
But nine hours later he said this had not
occurred.
The splintering is spreading to Russia
and presenting a challenge for Yeltsin, the
man who led the two-year drive to smash the
Soviet central government and drive its president, Mikhail S. Gorbachev,from power.
Now Yeltsin is wrestling with the same
forces that defeated Gorbachev.
Two of the 17 autonomous republics
inside the Russian Federation have defied
Yeltsin's authority,and the movementcould
grow. In January, Chechen-Ingushetia in
the northern Caucasus declared independence and forced the Russian government to
back away from threats of military force.

•Iraqi weapons

UN group inspects Iraqi scud missile, weapons 'graveyard'
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) — U.N. inspectors on Sunday visited a weapons"grave
yard" where Iraq claims to have destroyed
substantial quantities of missiles and other
terror weapons nine months ago.
The 35-member team arrived in Iraq on
Saturday to verify a new claim by Saddam
Ilussein's government that previously undisclosed Scud missiles, chemical weapons
and other arms were destroyed under terms
of the Gulf War cease-fire.

The revelations last week forestalled a
threatened military strike by the United States
and its allies to force Iraq to comply with the
U.N.accords requiring the elimination of its
weapons of mass destruction.
A duty officer at the teams' operations
room in Baghdad said the inspectors went to
the site early in the morning. The officer,
who spoke on condition ofanonymity,would
not say if the inspectors planned to spend the
night at the sight.

Speaking by satellite telephone, he also
would not give the location of the site,
dubbed the "graveyard" by officials of the
U.N. Special Commission that is supervising elimination of Iraqi arms.
The U.N. Security Council ordered Iraq
to disclose detailed data ofits stock ofchemical and biological arsenals, ballistic missiles and a nuclear weapons program after
its defeat last year.
However, Iraq has been widely accused

of trying to conceal information and hoarding weapons in underground caches.
Before leaving Bahrain,the U.N.Special
Commission's regional headquarters, Derek Boothby, the team's British leader, said
Saturday that the new Iraqi revelations were
"quite significant." But he said his team
would have to thoroughly check the claims.
U.N. officials have not disclosed the
amount of weapons that Iraq claims to have
destroyed at the "graveyard" last June.

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is extending an invitation to one motivated,
management-oriented individual to fill the position of assistant business manager for the'92'93 school year. This position has fast-track written all over it: after you complete your year
as assistant business manager, you will be asked take over the business manager's position,
making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the head cheese at The Campus. Of course, this
job will be a trump card on your resume.
• Applicant must:
-have two years remaining at the
University of Maine
-have had two semesters of accounting
-be a business major
-be willing to commit 15-20 hours per
week

• Work-study accepted but not required.

-You'll be held accountable for:
-billing customers
-subscriptions management
-accounts receivable
• Call Kelly at 581-1272,
Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays
between 8 and 1lam for additional info.

The Maine Campus
Business Department
"Real people handling real money."
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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For Monday, March 23
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
smooth operator, you rely on finesse rather
than force to accomplish your goals. Skillful
at managing people , you can be rather
ruthless in your methods when it comes to
getting what you really want. You hate to lose,
and can be counted on to emerge victorious,
whatever the odds against you.
8.64 Sal.smAn +Urfleci
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

WES A TKO
DEVIL, BUT
tll GET HIM
SOONER OR
LATER.'

ARIES(March 20 — April 19): Your
finances take a dramatic upward turn as a
lucrative stellar influence places a new
business opportunity squarely in your path.
Grab it with both hands.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): By
following the lead of an inspiring individual
you can assert much control over your own
destiny. Learn form the life-experience of
someone you respect.
GEMINI(May 21 —June 20):A sense
ofdetermination and purpose drives you over,
past, and through obstacles that have others
intimidated. Also a good time to develop new
job skills.
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JURY WAS FIXED.

LEO(July 23 — Aug.22): If a recurrent
problem has made you feel that you've been
stuck in a rut,it's time to take action. Facing up
to facts is necessary to break free of had habits.
VIRGO(Aug.23—Sep122): A contract
is finally ready to be signed. This is a time of
increased effectiveness and persuasiveness
when others readily cooperate with your plans.

04.
' 3-23

Mother Goose & Grimm

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Luck
means winning the ones that really matter!
Seek outchallenges and take on the opposition,
good fortune supports those who attack
adversity head on.

by Mike Peters

OUCHn
THAT HAD)
TO HURT.

LIBRA (Sept 23 — Oct 23): People are
willing to help you out,all you have/to do is ask.
Don't letfoolish pride prevent yotifrom asking
assistancefrom those who want you-to succeed.
SCORPIO(Oct.23—Nov.21): Others
are drawn by your enhanced confidence and
easygoing charm. This is an excellent time to
begin important changes at home and with
friends.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22— Dec. 21):
Smooth sailing is in your personal affairs
and
love life. An optimistic frame of mind
opens
many doors for you, with a direct
positive
impact on your future.

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN (Dec.22— Jan. 19): A
chance encounter with a face from the
past
could be the start of something
wonderful!
New opportunities arrivefrom unusua
l sources.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): A
dose ofconfidence and ambition
make you a
miracle worker on the job! The
Sun/Pluto
combination makes you the one people
look
to when things go wrong.
PISCES(Feb.19— March 19):
Events
transpiring at a distance could have
an impact
on your plans.Information is
your best defense.
Keep up on international events
and don't be
caught unprepared!
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For Tuesday, March 24

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You rarely question what you really want, to
say nothing about settling long range
objectives. You've such a diverse range of
talents and interests that you keep plowing
forward to the next,leaving worthwhile ideas
and projects halfcompleted! Limit yourself to
one project at a time and see it through. One
success will lead to another!
ARIES(March 20— April 19): Discard
worn-out dreams that have lost the power to
inspire you and follow your heart to new goals
and a new vision ofthe future! A bold,decisive
period in your life.
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TAURUS(April20—May 20):Changes
at work may not meet with your approval, but
this is not the time to be obstructive! Be patient
and give everything a chance to fall into place.

KilATIF

GEMINI (May 21 — June 20): It's
becoming clear that an acsoriate is not going
to honor the promise he made. As a result, his
stature drops a notch in the eyes of those he
works with.
CANCER(J une21 —July 22): A troubled
friend doesn'tneed advice so much assomeone
who is willing to listen patiently to their
problems. We all need somebody to lean on.
LEO(July 23—Aug.22): You can make
some significant progress toward a cherished
goal,but don't expect it to be easy! Hard work
will take you forward, procrastination le2ds
nowhere.
VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept.22): Although
an acquaintance swears they'll back you up,
they've never come through yet. Why take
their word for it now! If you have to rely on
someone, rely on yourself.
LIBRA (Sept 23 — Oct. 23): Take a
stand on an issue that you feel strongly about.
Others will respect your opinion if you state it
with conviction. Dare to defy adversity and
emerge a winner today!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23— Nov. 21): The
intensity of your feelings can sometimes
intimidate others, despite the fact that your
intentions are good! Use reason, not
enthusiasm, to support your argument.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec. 21):
You've never met before, but once you start
talking to a friend of a friend, it's as though
you've known each otherfor years!Something
nice could come of this.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.19): An
inventive approach will put an end to a work
problem and possibly reshape your future in
the process.Experiment with new technology.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 — Feb. 18): If you
don'tfeel like going out right now,all you have
todo is say so.Yourreal friends will understand.
You'll feel like socializing again soon enough.
PISCES(Feb. 19— March 19): A rare
and intoxicating rapport with that special
someonecan be realized if you are willing to be
open with your true feelings.Take the plunge!

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
I Branches
S Busman
Kramden
to Newsman
Roger
14
- for All
Seasons"
IS Be histrionic
16 Declare
17 McCarey film
1944
Is Cunning
20 Polish the
Bentley
21 Pub quaffs
22 Anatomical duct
23 Lucas film 1977
27 Exactly
30 Ginseng•family
plant

31

Duluth or Erie

63 Latvian

32 Fragment

64 Pool worker

34 - --of luxury

65 Hessian

river
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37 Fleming

film
1939
41 A daughter of
Zeus
42 Model
43 Hired helper
44 Comprehend
45 Style circa
1800 30
48 Zeffirelli film
1979
53 Tress agency
5.4 Mite
SS Make critical
comments
GO Ruler of yore
Si MacLaine book
1983

66
or
I
67 Asian goat
antelope
68 Place to throw
cubes
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d3
I Teases
Mild
40
To me to
Camus
41
43
3 Hurt
42lUll
47
46
45
Introduce
something new
xe 46 50 Si
52
53
S Surrender by
deed
54
55
57 SS 59
S Poet Lowell et
56ill
61
62
al
7 Actors Edmund
63
64
65
and Rob
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE •School org
67
64
9 Attention getter
10 Colorful bird
31 Org for Palmer
48 Pugilistic
Ii Palate part
56 Double
pinnacle
negative
33 Half a dance
0 I SOI
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BE NOCI 12 Block
57 Gal Friday. e g
49 Golf-club
CI E
34 Tale twister
D E Y
13 Kind of code
58 Bane of
socket
35 Wife two for
OHM IS Midge
counterfeiters
SO States to
Henry
VIII
24 Tot's
59 River of Spain
Mitterrand
38 Deg for a
61 C IA
Michelangelo
Si Fencing
CIEMIECIE S
teacher
predecessor
eg
position
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R
s T Ca
zs A wife of Esau
38 Kind of bone
52 Father. to Ovid
Beehive State
25 Prop for Rogers 38 Patent basis
27 Emulate Hirt
40 He painted The
Get answers to any three clues
White Girl'
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5656(75e each minute).
29 Respect
47 Malayan boat
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Next year's budget cuts to be voted on in legislature
ance of the 15.6 percent tuition increase for
next year.
Ifthe Trustees approve the tuition increase,
this "extra money" will be used for a 3.5
percent faculty salary increase, he said.
Rauch said in addition to these budget
cuts,it was initially feared another$5.5 million
would be included to pay the $11.6 million
deficitthe system incurred when the legislature
failed to make its "12th payment"
But Rauch said the Legislature has
"delayed the problem for a year" by deferring
the $11.6 million payment until 1993.
Currently, UMaine's accountants are
recoiding this payment as a "receivable."
State Representative John O'Dea said this
deferred payment, called a "push," was
suggested by Governor McKeman and the
appropriations committee last July.
"I vehemently opposed it," he said.
O'Dea,who sitson the Standing Committee

from page 1

of Education, said because of the state's non- the payment, since it isn't
requited to.
binding constitution, he is not certain if the
Rauch said these latest budget cuts,though
Legislature will ever make this final payment. not as severe as previously
thought, would
"Next year there will be a different still be difficult for the universi
ty to absorb.
legislature, which is not bound to account for
"President Hitt and the Ad Hoc Task Force
anything last year. This means the legislature Committee guessed that
close to $6 million
really can't make the commitment to pay the would be cutfrom
this campus,so$5.5 million
$11.6 million, and that the university can't is a better figure."
book this as a receivable," he said.
But Rauch said $5.5 million is "a lot of
O'Dea said UMaine may be "out of luck" money after so much has
been taken."
in receiving the one-time $11.6 million
Rauch said these latest budget cuts may
payment.
result in the discontinuation of some classes.
State Senator Michael Pearson, who
"People will have to look for alternatives
formerly chaired the Appropriations to meet their requirem
ents," he said.
Committee, said the governor and the)
He said more courses,instead of sections,
committee took this measure because "there 'would be eliminated,
but also indicated the
was no money" in the state budget at the time budget cuts would have
a"negative impact on
the payment was due.
UMaine's research capabilities, and on some
Pearson said it wasn't whetherthe Legislature of its public services
."
was able to make the one-time payment to the
O'Dea said he and other members of the
UMaine system, but whether it chose to make Education Committee
are working to "scare

up about$12 million"foreducation,but against
cuts made to welfare and municipalities, the
situation is bleak.
"There are game warden positions that
have been eliminated,the Departmentoffluman
Services has eliminated some case officers and
can't afford travel,five—six state courts have
been closed—basically, the state government
is being dismantled," he said.
O'Dea said further cuts to state education
will ensure that Maine and eventually the
United States will suffer competitively in the
world market.
"The real competition here is not
Massachusetts or New Hampshire—it's with
('iermany, Japan, Korea.. these countries are
not decreasing spending on their education,
while 35 states here are doing so,"O'Dea said.
"These budget cuts have done incredible
damage to the university,and they're setting the
stage for our country's dismal failure," he said.

•French politics

Ruling French Socialists do poorly in early elections

PAR1S-(AP) - The ruling Socialist Party
captured less then 20 percent of the vote in
regional elections Sunday, pointing%rto the
government's sharp decline in popularity.
"It's a real fall," a spokesman acknowledged.
Conservative parties were the biggest
winners,making them the favorites in the next
year's parliamentary elections. A coalition of
conservatives faltered a bitfrom their showing
in the last regional elections, in 1986.

The far-right National Front and surging could lose control of
the National Assembly.
ecology parties captured nearly 15 percent
The voting followed a nasty campaign
each,early estimates showed. Marie-France that focused on personal
ities instead ofissues,
Stirbois, the National Front's sole member and left many citizens
too disgusted to vote.
in parliament,exulted that her party beat out
Polling firms and television networks
the Socialists for second place in many estimated the Socialis
ts won 18 to 19 percent
districts.
ofthe vote, below the 20 percent hoped for by
Sunday's vote, for regional assemblies party leaders.
across France, was viewed as a precursor to
"It's a real fall," acknowledged
the elections next year, when the Socialists governmentspokesm
an Jack Lang.He blamed

INTERNATION
EXPER1ENC

Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Something
tor

the results on "a sort of erosion" he said all
parties face when they have ruled for an
extensive period. The Socialists took over in
1981,and President Francois Mitterrand won
a second seven-year term in 1988.
The Socialists won 29 percent of the vote
in 1986. But their reputation has tumbled due
to 9.8 percent unemployment, a series of
financial and diplomatic scandals,and Premier
Edith Cresson's unpopularity.

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY
grants and scholarships available. For tree
into

and application, send name and address to,
Academic Financial Aid Service,
11929 E. Colonial Dr., Ste. 329,
Orlando, FL 32826

50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY
on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples

GOLDSMITH'S
Sporting Goods

Outlet Store
10N. Main St.• Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

S.

AMERICANS base a proud tradition of people
helping people — a tradition you can share in the
United States Peace Corps. You'll list and work
for two years in one of more than 70 countries
Worldwide. And, your work will pay you
hack.
Consider these competitive benefits
•S5.400"in the bank" after training and service
•housing & using expenses
•student loan deferment, partial Perkins loan
cancellation, and academic credit programs
•transportation oserseas & hack, sacation &
travel, and medical care

University of Maine's Peace Corps Recruiter, Jim Edelbult served as a
Volunteer in Senegal. Find out how it changed his life!
Stop by 106 Winslow Hall or call for an appointment.

UM Peace Corps Office: 581-3209

Buy any
Footlong Sub
and get the
rd one for 99'
with the purchase of a
medium size drink

18 Mill Street. Orono
866.3550
Good oniy in-store not
for use on delivery
Expires 3•26•92
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Groups criticize alcohol ad policy
the director ofSubstance Abuse Services is the
alcohol guru on campus,"he said.'They
decide
when the taps turn on and off.They decide
what
we see and don't see. It's really ridiculous."
John Day,member ofthe Estabrooke Hall
Council, agreed.
"All of a sudden, Substance Abuse has
come to judge the morals and manner for
the
campus regarding this topic.
"We have a lot of fantastic administrators
on this campus,but we have a lotofblowhards,
too," he said.
While he said advocating responsible
drinking is important. Littlefield said the ads
in the Bear's Den were benign and should be
put back up.
"I don't think they're(the ads)dangerous
at all.! think that Substance Abuse Services
has gone way overboard," he said.
Citing the policy as a symptom of a bigger
problem. Littlefield said it's a case of the
university's hypocritical attitude toward students.

"1 think there is a double standard. Halfthe
time the university wants to say that students
are adults and the other half of the time they
want to say students are too young(and)too
impressionable," he said.
"It's sort ofthat paternalistic style,'We're
going to try to shield you from the evils of
society.'
"Assoon as you flip on a switch or walk off
campus,you're going to see everything they're
trying to shield you from in here," he said.
While Dana admits the policy looks
paternalistic, he said it was never meant to be.
"The intent was to provide what we
consider a reasonable alternative to the stuff
you would run across(off campus).
"Since we do have something to say about
what happens(on campus), we thought that it
might as well be the best type ofads," he said.
Littlefield also said the policy outlines the
problem with the status ofthe Bear's Den and
the administration's approach to drinking and

from page 1
driving.
"If anything we should be working on
establishing the Bear's Den as an on campus
pub if we're going to talk about trying to stop
drinking and driving and encouraging students
to stay on campus.
"The administration has a hard time talking
about it and a hard time dealing with it. We
don't want to admit our students drink and
drive off campus, but they are," he said.
To the Estabrooke Hall Council, an intrahall governing board open to the university
community,the policy is just the "latest in an
on-going pattern," Day said.
"This is the latest in a series ofaction ofthe
administration treating the students like babies
under the guise of protection," he said.
Sean McNair,an Estabrooke resident and
graduate student,said the policy is an example
ofa larger problem —the university restricting
freedom of speech.
"There are a number of policies at the

university which I would consider politically
correct and really neo-Puritan in a sense," he
said.'They're basically designed to limit the
freedoms ofthe studentsand limittheirchoice.
"Any of the politically correct policies
represent a restriction offreedom of speech."
Day and McNair argue the university can't
promote ideas like diversity and non-sexist
language, and discourage ideas like sexual
harassment, when you set parameters on their
definition
"The student handbook (says) the
university stands for diversity and then they
go and define it.
"There are people in the administrative
position who are designing programs that
reflect their own individual values and not
necessarily the diversity for which this
university is supposed to stand," Day said.
Day cited the address of Faye Waddleton,
presidentofPlanned Parenthood,during Human
Rights Awareness Month as incongruous.

•Women's History Fortnight

Tax tells about women's fight for a better workplace
By Elizabeth Satterfield
Staff writer

Feminism and women's activism
continued after the original women's
movement and the fight for suffrage in the
early twentieth century,according to novelist
Meredith Tax.
Tax said there is little recorded information
about the efforts of women after the passage
of the suffrage amendment. People assume
women became politically passive between

the first and second World Wars because of "The Rising of Women
"in 1980,"Rivington
Women's Councils were organized and
the lack of written material proving otherwise. Street" in 1982 and "Union
Square" in 1988. led by the Communist party in New York
However, activists did not only work for She is also the author
a children's story titled and were composed mostly of Jewish
change in women's issues, according to Tax. "Families" written in 1981.
immigrants. The only written records of the
Tax worked in a textile factory, was a
Tax has had to rely primarily on oral work done are from the party press.
The
nurse's aide and wrote book reviews before history of work done by women
and women's deficiency of information on these groups
becoming a novelist. She taught at Brandeis organizations in the '20s and
'30s. She has means there was little written interference
University in 1967 but was there only a year researched the involvement women
of
in the with their ideas but makes research on these
due to her activism during the Vietnam War. working class and said women worked
to end groups difficult.
Along with Linda Gordon, Tax founded the idea that the problems ofthe working
class
"The benign neglect probably helped to
the Boston-based socialist feminist began with manufacturing and
ended with lay ideas but it also means their work is hard
organization, Bread and Roses. Tax wrote production of an item.
to trace," Tax said.

Only three more days until...

The

Maple
Brothers
Thursday Nights Liv

Are you an
outstanding
student?

—

c

11111111111109
The UMaine outstanding achievement award for non-academic
endeavors is presented to as many as twelve students, either
graduate or undergraduate, who have demonstrated
outstanding leadership in one of the areas of:
'Community Service
•Campus Citizenship

8:30pm - 12:30am
Free Admission
sponsored by .SEA of Student Government

*Athletic Achievement
•Arts and Communication

Deadline is NOON, MONDAY, APRIL 6th, 1992.
Application forms can he picked up and returned (along with
letter of nomination of endorsement) to the Centerfor Student
Services, Attn. Dwight Rideout, Assistant V.P. and Dean of Students,
third floor, Memorial Union- phone 1406

It)
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•Rape series

UMaine
By Kathryn Krahn Tulman and
Catherine Leombruno
Lounsbury
Volunteer Writers

Awareness Program providing help for victims
students who are victims of rape and sexua
l
assault. These resources help victims work
through their feelings, receive medical attention and decide whether or not to press charg
es. Ifcharges are filed,the university will help
collect medical evidence,conduct an invest
igation and provide a liaison with the distri
ct
attorney's office.
In order to increase awareness of campus
crimes, the Department of Public Safety distributes their monthly crime report to admin
-

While women may react to rape in varying
ways, most victims experience symptoms
including depression,fear,shock,anger and guilt.
Often the rape survivor is confused and unsur
e
about how to begin to deal with the rape.
The Association of American Colleges
suggests some steps for those who have experienced rape to begin recovering.
A woman should not blame herself or
allow others to do so. To get the support
she
needs,the rape survivor should talk to some
one she can trust.
The second suggestion is to get medical
attention. If a woman decides to press charg
- isnators and residence life staff. The list
cones, medical evidence will be important. Even
tains all crimes and their locations reported to
ifshe decides not to press charges,it is vital
to the Public Safety each month.
be examined and treated for possible sexua
lly
Public Safety also provides emergency
transmitted diseases and/or internal injuri
es. response, transportation, criminal invest
igaSurvivors of rape are also encouraged to
tion,referrals and advice regarding resources.
initiate counseling. Women who get couns
el- When charges are filed, Public Safet
y reports
ing are able to deal with their experience faster
the rape to the district attorney's office and
and with fewer lasting effects than those who
appoints a female officer as a liaison.
do not get help.
The Counseling Center at UMaine offers
The next step is for the survivor to decide
counseling for both victims and perpetrators
.
whether to file charges. By pressing charg
es, They also conduct groups for survivors
of
women are often able to regain a sense of
rape and childhood sexual assault. Through
control over their lives, receive legal justic
e confidential individual and group counseling
,
for the crime and perhaps stop the perpetrator
the rape survivor can work through the feelfrom raping again.The decision to presscharg
- ings and regain control on her life.
es is often made easier with legal assistance.
Cutler Health Center provides medical
The University of Maine has developed a
services, advice on resources and assistance
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Proin providing medical evidence for prosecugram to provide support and services
for tion. The staff of Women's Health Servi
ces

has been professionally trained to work with
women who have experienced rape. Peer
educators are also available and have initiated
rape prevention programs on campus.
The Equal Opportunity Office in Alumni
Hall assists victims in considering their response. A victim advocate helps the rape survivor decide whether to press charges, initiate
the student conductcode process,or handle the
rape in a more informal manner,such as counseling for the perpetrator. The advocate will

Friends should not judge the victim, and sho
uld
let her know she is not to blame.
accompany the rape survivorto hearingsshould
she decide to report the case to Judicial Affairs.
The staff at the Equal Opportunity office
believes it is important for the survivor to talk
about the rape. Ultimately, the decision about
what to do in response to the rape lies with the
rape survivor. Trained staff, however,can offer
the necessary information to make this decision
as easy as possible. The office can also suppl
y
academic excuses for students unable to attend
classes due to the stress of the experience.
The Office Of Judicial Affairs will conduct an investigation and take action again
st
the perpetrator according to the student conduct code. Evidence is often presented to the
seven-member University Conduct Committee, which then makes a decision on the case.
Rape Response Services, Inc. in Bangor
provides a 24-hour confidential hotline for
victims of sexual assault and rape. Many

1JMaine students have completed a 40-hour
training program to become rape response
advocates. This program also sponsors support groups for survivors of rape,and stresses
help is available whether the rape happened
recently or in the past.
Other support resources at UMaine include residential life staff, substance abuse
services,the UMaine Helpline,Campus Ministry, inhouse Greek Advisors, Penobscot
County Victims Witness Coordinator and St.
Joseph's Hospital Emergency Room.
Rape survivors often seek support from
their friends. It is crucial to provide support
and encouragement to seek medical help and
counseling. Friends should notjudge the victim, and should let her know she is not to
blame. The victim may need to talk about the
rape, and needs friends who are available to
listen and offer support. Friends must often be
patient and understanding, allowing the rape
survivor to heal in her own time.
While encouraging the survivor to take
action,friends should not be overly protective.
In order for the victim to regain control of her
life, she will need to make her own decision.
Even if friends disagree with the solution she
chooses,it is important to respect her decisions.
Friends may also seek counseling or call a
hotline to help them work through their own
feelings surrounding the rape. Helping a friend
who has been raped may evoke feelings of
anger, frustration, fear and mistrust. Friends
may also decide to take action by joining
a
proactive group such as the Rape and Sexual
Assault Awareness Committee, Athletes for
Sexual Responsibility, peer educators, Men
Stopping Rape or Rape Response Services.

Magee 13us to Trotikepice
Tithe a six hour trip itith ii bll.s-lom\ o/'/)tic

ho hochettf fitu.s-

This nincludcs the ticket pr
ice

At 9am on Saturday, Marc
h
28th, a bus will leave the
Memorial Gym. Then,
another bus just like that
one will leave. Then,
another bus just like th
at
one, and just like the
first
one, will leave. These
busses
will be chock full o'
students
off to see UMaine Hock
ey
MARCH TO VICTORY.

For more information call
Jill at x7280

Brought to you by your fr
iends at Student
Government
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SportsNews

• Pellerin, Roy Hobey Baker finalists
• Black Bears drop 3 of 4 at Delaware
• UMaine named top-seed in NCAA tourney

The Campus •UMaine Hockey
Sports Ticker Black Bears garner No.1 seed in the East
By Tim Hopley

Where are they now?

Sports Editor

Former University of Maine hockey
players currently in the minor leagues.
Player, Team
G A Pts
Brian Bellefuille, 1Cnxv'lle 0 0 1
Jack Capuano, Maine
13 23 36
Keith Carney, Rochester
1 9 10
Mike McHugh. Sprgfld
20 26 46
Goalie, Team
W-L-T Gaa.
Matt DelGuidice, Maine 5-15-0 4.16

Hobey Baker finalists
Black Bear forwards Scott Pellerin
and Jean-Yves Roy have been named
finalists for college hockey's version of
the Heiman Trophy, the Hobey Baker
Award.
The award is given annually to the
nation's top college hockey player.
Pellerin is the Hockey East's Player of
the Year and tournament MVP while Roy
is the top UMaine goal scorer with 32 to
go along with 24 assists for 56 points.

He's at it again!
More than 8,000 students at Florida
State University signed a petition last
month to protest the institution's
decision to triple their athletic fee.
The university's regents approved
the measure anyway, accepting a
recommendation from President Dale
Lick.
Mr. Lick said the higher fee would
allow all students to attend any sporting
event they chose without haiing to buy
a ticket.

On the morning of
NCAA selection day,
the University of
Maine hockey team
held a spirited twohour workout with
less than a week
remaining until the
NCAA Hockey Tournament gets under way.
The Black Bears enter the tourney as the
No. 1 seed in the East Regional after the
tournament selection committee made the
seedings announcement Sunday night via
satellite.
UMaine will face the winner of the No.
4seed in the East — Boston University versus
the No. 5 seed the West — Michigan St.,
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Providence Civic
Center.
The Black Bears have faced both potential
quarter-final round opponents during the
regular season,downing Michigan St.4-2 in
the Great Western Freemout on Dec. 19,
and taking three of a possible six points(11-1) from the Terriers during Hockey East
play.
In defeating the Spartans,UMaine played
without defenseman ChrisImes and forwards
Mike Barkley,Patrice Tardif,Martin Mercier
and Jean-Yves Roy.
Michigan State finished 21-10-8 on the
season and are coached by Black Bear Coach
Shawn Walshs' father-in-law Ron Mason.
The other might-be opponents are a team

[LACK BEAR

Scott Pellerin,shown here accepting the Hockey East Tournament MVP will lead
the Black Bears into NCAA action as the top-seed in the East.(Kiesow photo.)

Sec NO. I SEED on pagc 18

•UMaine Baseball
UM hosts soccer tourneys
The University of Maine men's and
women's soccer programs will host
separate
indoor
round-robin
tournaments March 28-29.
The men take the floor in the UMaine
Fieldhouse on Saturday the 28th when
they host two teams of Black Bear
alumni, the Fredericton Gunners and
Fredericton Galleons from New
Brunswick, as well as current UMaine
blue and white teams.
The 14th annual tournament will start
at 10 a.m. and continue throughout the
day, concluding with the championship
game at 5:15 p.m..An awards ceremony
will immediately follow.
Thegames willconsistoftwo 12minute
halves, using a regulation soccer ball and
offsides rules. Six players willfield a tearn
with a maximum of six substitutes.
Meanwhile, the women host Colby
College, Stonehill College, UMaineFarmington,Plymouth State and Boston
University beginning at 8 a.m. Sunday
the 29th.
A regulation goal cage will be in use
but there will be no offsides rule. The
women's games will consist of two 12
minute halves with running time and a
two-minute intermission.
Both tournaments will be free to the
public.

4

The straggle continues for UMaine baseball
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
A three-run bottom
of the seventh inning
by host Delaware sent
the University of
Maine baseball team
to defeat Saturday
afternoon in the first
game of a two-day, four-game set with the
North Atlantic Conference opponent.
In the NAC opener for both clubs, Black
Bear starter Mike D'Andrea shouldered the
loss, falling to 2-2 on the year as the Blue
Hens won their first NAC game ever after
joining the league this season.
Delaware(6-1)starterJa.son Pierson went
the distance for the win. He allowed five hits
and three walks in recording his third win of
the season against no losses.The left-hander
also struck out five.
UMaine designated hitter Steve Puleo
had the game's only home run, his first as a
collegiate. He was 2-for-3 in the game.
The Blue Hens' top two hitters, Brian
Wallace(2-for--4,two runs)and Tripp Kiester
(2-for-3), accounted for nearly half of
Delaware's nine hits in the opener.
Right-hander Ronnie Hewes earned the
Black Bears a split in the nightcap though,

BLACK BE R
46
0/

hurling his second complete game of the
season, allowing five hits and three runs in
seven innings. The junior from Brewer is
now 2-1.
A four-run UMaine(9-10)fifth was the

Steve Pu leo
difference in the game as Blue Hen junior
right-hander Gregg Hammond (2-1) took
the loss.
Catcher Shawn Tobin and right fielder
Chris Altomari each had two hits for the

Black Bears, while DH Shane Slicer scored
two runs.
Wallace was 3-for-3 with a pair of RBI
for Delaware. He also connected for his
second home run on the year.
The Black Bears and Blue Hens also
played a pair Sunday,with Delaware earning
the sweep. UMaine is now 9-12 on the year
(1-3 in the NAC), Delaware is 8-1 (3-1 in
NAC).
Hanging Curveballs and 3-2 Sliders
• The Black Bears played without first
baseman Gabe Duross, who is sidelined
indefinitely with a separated shoulder. Glen
Stupienski replaced him.. No.2starter Jason
Rajotte also did not make the grueling bus
trip to Newark.
• T-minus 13 days until the Mahaney
Diamond opener. Northeastern is the
opening day opponent for Coach John
Winkin's crew.
• UMaine returns to action Friday when
they travel to Worcester, Mass to play Holy
Cross. The Black Bears then continue onto
West Hartford,Conn. where they will face the
HawksofHartford in a four-game NACseries.
• Switch-hitter Chad White leads the
UMaine regulars in hitting early this season.
White, who learned to switch-hit over the
summer, is batting .349(22-for-63) with a
team-leading 19 RBI.

00
.
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No. 1 seed
from page 17
very familiar to the Black Bears. BU tied
UMaine in their most recent outing 4-4 at
Alfond Arena on Jan. 31. UMaine is 9-4-1 in
their last 14 clashes with the Terriers of
Coach Jack Parker.
"It doesn't matter who we play," UMaine
tri-captain Scott Pellerin said. "If we play
our game we'll dictate how well we do."
Lately UMaine has been dictating how
well they do, and they're doing just fine,
thank you. A 13-0-2 streak since the end of
January sends the Black Bears into the

NCAA tourney on quite a roll.
"These are the best 12 teams though and
anyone of the 12 can beat anybody at any
given time," Walsh said.
Leading post-season scorers for UMaine
have been Jim Montgomery(3 gp,2 goals5 assists-7 points),Cal Ingraham,(3 gp,1-56), Scott Pellerin (3 gp, 4-2-6) and Kent
Salfi(3 gp,4-1-5). Goaltenders Garth Snow
and Mike Dunham have combined to allow
four goals in the three play-offgames,turning
aside 48 of 52 shots(.923 save percentage)

Boston University (21-8-4)

in the process.
BU vs. Michigan St.; UNH vs.
Other seeds for the tournament which Wisconsin.
begins Thursday in Providence and Friday
Friday 3/27in Detroit:
No. Michigan vs. Clarkson; Lake
East Regional
West Regional Superior vs. Alaska-Anchorage.
1E-UMAINE
1W-Michigan
Saturday 31211—
2E-St. Lawrence
2W-Minnesota
St.Lawrence vs. UNH/Wisconsin winner;
3E-UNH
3W-Lake Superior UMAINE vs. BU/Michigan St. winner.
4E-BU
4W-No. Michigan
Sunday 3/295W-Michigan St.
5E-Clarkson
Michigan vs. No. Michigan/Clarkson
6W-Wisconsin
6E-Ala-Anchorage winner; Minnesota vs. Lake Superior/
Thursday 3/26Alaska-Anchorage winner.
St. Lawrence (22-8-1)

MIRA

New Hampshire(22-12-2)
'Wisconsin (24-13-2)

Lake Superior (25-9-4)

No. Michigan (24-13-3)

Ala-Anchorage (21-7-1)
larkson (20-9-I)

Minnesota (33-10)

Ns-

Michigan (31-7-3)

Hypnotist- Forgetastrology—geta dear,solid head. When
the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza Responsible married couple seekstohoseoaparhier
it
A strong mind is a better mind Deep relaxation pie—tha
t's amore, and that's what I'm looking sitforthe 1992-1993ocadernicyearorlonger. Referenc
es
techniques Forget drugs! Student rates ü]0014 for, baby.
Like Italians? I wantto be your big ragu. croailable. ff10019
SWM seeks SWF 18-22 engineering student with I'm looking For someone cool to hang with. Come
Writing,editing,typing service Professional writer with
great earning potential .4r.s. someone to have on, take a chance. It10031
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach. Not Photog
rapher looking for attractive models, no look good. Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
interested in one night stands or weekend flings. experience
necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio professionally written and stidagically prepared with
Tr10021
work, etc. Compensated for your time with free target letters. ff10012
SWM 23,6 ft. tall, 230 lbs., full of fun, looking for a photos. Tr 10020
SM 24 fun loving, careful minded, often too nice dude
SVVF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing, 3 SVVF's each
seeking male who knows the true looking to go wild with right enough natural girl. Make
movies, hiking, dining out, and intimate times. Must meaning
of a French kiss, and has the ability to no promises, I wont to press your buttons. Let's
play
Le]8-25and havea greatsenseofhumor.Looks not show us
a good time. If you like getting wet,getting scrabble.,
1 10018
important. ff10023
hot and getting drunk, give us a call. ff10038
SF 20 sEm, attractive with good curves, emotionally
(2) SWM's, 21 & 21 looking for female that will SWM
21, athletic, adventurous and attractive, stable non-smoker with shiny personality,
energetic,
occept any challenge and be open to a unique seeks similar
SWF for weekend get-aways, financially independent and into heavy metal. Looking
relationship Must be Rexible to our needsand a fun- romantic evening
s and quality time Spontaneity for partner who is quiet, but socially active and flexible.
loving panner. lf you love Cancun,skinny-dipping at and a love
for "the finer things" essential. Tr 10024 It10025
midnight and Marganta's for breakfast, give us a
ring. 1210027
SWM 20, if you like piña coladas, getting Professional Tarot Readings. Find out
about the future!
caught in the rain, if you're not into yoga and Love, sex & career riadings. Spell
casting also done.
Looking for a hard-headed wcxecei—cg? Life is you have half
a brain,
fleeting—dig? Interested in a • •• •ig? rm in the cool summer if you like love at midnight Student rates. Tr 10028
rain then I'm the man you're
not. Are you fun-loving and un
. Let's talk lookiTfor.Come with me and escape. r]0034 SM21,lookingforthegidthat'sjustrightforme. I'm into
abuttheweotherczidstuff. e10032
drinking beer, partying w/Inencis & trying to stay out of
(2)SVO's If you like pinta coladas and you're trouble. Interested? 2,10029
SWM 19, eccentric, caring, and sensitive; seeks going to Cancun
, if you like the Feel of the ocean
S\A/FWCB(w/cute bum).IntoStarTrek NG,romance, and making
love under the moon, we're not into SWF 19,intelligent, shy &fun-loving. Seeks short, cute
and U2. Tr10033
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that & romantic guy with a good sense of humor. No
you've
looked for, we'll see you there and escape mamma's-boys, please. ff10030
SWM who is inb SiarTrek, cross-country skiing &
movies is looking for SWF with similar interests. Must 1,10035
Professionalcounselorespeciallyfor studentsand faculty.
be somewhataltractive,no big egos,please.ff10010 SM 23,internat
ional student looking for a female Group/individual,all areas including self-actualization,
University Poetry Anthology - seeks seled, creative 18-25 who likes to dress sexy, likes dancing, interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
original poetry h piri students, faculty, for its Spring movies, TV and intimate times. Must be open- individually prepared. ff10009
'92 publication,Theme - Pathways to the Tree of Ufe. minded and no big egos, please. It10043
Shorea lovely home in Ora,perfectfor a nice student,
University Pasteup Productions. ff10008
SWM 20, name is [any, likes micromachines, everyihingindudnd,reascxiable,severaloptionscrvailable
Professional Conselor evierially for students and Queensryche and weightlifting, is looking for a now. ff10007
faculty. Group, individual, all areas including self- short, dark haired girl Tr10042
DVVM mod scientist bock in college seeks assistant/ coadualization, interadive, humanistic, astrological. SWM 18,enjoys
conspira
tor. Wicked nice bunnies! ff10022
Primus, cartoons, CAPS, name
Astrograms also individually ptepamd.,
1 10039 is Thor, seeks a 6 ft blonde with blue eyes and a
SWM 20, 62", 230b, above average build seeks
g 19with good personality and cute facet:Ind likes great body who likes watching movies and slam SVVF,5'6", 115-125Ibs. with good
personality and cute ',Ren &Sti • ,long walkson thebeochandcuddling dancing.'&10041
face,that likes Ren and Stinipy,long walks on the beach
uptoo•••• movie,seeksSM20-ish.Dead Milkrnen
and cuddling up to a good movie. I especially like dar-k
fan a
TT10039
hair. Dead Milkmen fan a plus. Are you the one for me?
Tr10037
(Call costs $1.99/minute)

1•900-988•5035

Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Just call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit tr number of the ad
interests
you. if your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set rt to tone attei accessing the system You may then leavethat
a response,
enter another Trnumber, or browse through other messages. (tolls cost $1.99/min.)

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad

You can place your ad by calling 581-1273 or by stopping by our offices in
lord Hall. MI Person 2 Person ads ore free and keptconfidential.
When you place your ad you'll be given a voice maibu trnumber and a toll
free number to call to receive your messages. After you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages
for you.

Rules & Deadlines

Mane Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a means of screening calls while retaining anonymity. Peron
2 Person ads are ideal for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers
seeking roommates, or employers seeking applicants for a job,
among other things. No full names, street addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Maine Campus will refuse ads
that seek to buy of sell sexual seivices. Ads containing explicit sexual
or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right
Kit or refuse any ad. All Person 2 Person ads must be placed by 5:00 rei 2 working days prior to the doted pubication
to
and will remain in effect for 2 weeks. Ads are hinted

to 140 characters
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•UMaine Baseball Box Scores and statistics

University of Maine Baseball Statistics

Black Bears split at Delaware
Blue Hens,4-3
Game One Saturday
UMaine ab r h bi Delaware
ab r h bi
Knox, 3b 4 1 I 0 Wallace, 3b 4 2 2 0
White, cf 3 0 1 1 Keister, cf
3 0 2 0
Seguin, ss 3 0 1 0 Gomez, 2b 4 0 1 0
Tobin, c
3 0 0 0 Lesher, rf
4 0 1 2
Scott, 2b 3 0 0 0 Hannah, lb 3 0 0 0
Tmbrlin, If 2 0 0 0 Woodruff, c 2 0 0 0
Stpnski, lb 3 1 1 0 Dilenno, If 3 1 1 0
Puleo, dh 3 1 2 I Lafferty, dh 3 0 1 0
Altomari, rf3 0 0 0 Brown, ss
2 0 0 0
Schmidt, ph 1 1 1 1
Totals
27 3 6 2 Totals
29 4 9 4
UMaine
0 0 2
0 0 0
1
3 6 0
Delaware
1 0 0
0 0 0
3
4 9 2
E-Brown,Wallace. DP-UMaine 1, Delaware 1. LOBUMaine 6, Delaware 7. 2B-Wallace 2, Dilenno. HRPuleo(I). SB-White (3), Keister (5), Gomez(2).
UMaine
ip
D'Andrea(L 2-2)
6 2/3
Delaware
Pierson(W 3-0)
7
WP-D'Andrea 2. BK- Pierson.
D'Andrea). 1-2:29

h r er bb k
9 4 4 2 6
6 3 1 3 5
HBP-Lafferty (by

Black Bears,6-3
Game Two Saturday
UMaine ab r h bi Delaware
ab r h bi
Knox, 3b 3 1 0 0 Wallace, 3b 3 1 3 2
White,cf 4 0 1 1 Keister, cf
4 0 0
Seguin, ss 4 0 0 I Gomez,2b
3 0 0
Tobin, c 4 0 2 1 Lesher, rf
2 0 0
Stpnski, 1b3 0 1 0 Hannah, lb 3 0 0
Scott, 2b 3 1 1 0 Woodruff, c 2 1 0
Altomari, rf3 1 2 1 Dilenno, If 3 0 1
Tmbrlin, If3 1 1 0 Schmidt, dh 3 0 0
Slicer, dh 1 2 1 0 Brown, ss
2 0 1
Lafferty, ph 0 1 0
Totals 28 6 9 4 Totals
25 3 5 3
UMaine
0 0 1
6 9 2
0 4 1
0
0 0 0
1 0 0
2
Delaware
3 5 1
E-Gomez,Seguin,Altomari.DP-UMaine 1,Delaware
I. LOB-UMaine 5, Delaware 5. 2B-Tobin, Stupienski,
Scott. 3B-Dilenno. HR-Wallace (2). SB-Lesher, Knox
(3),Tomberlin (1),Slicer(1). CS-Tobin (2).
UMaine
ip h r er bb k
Hewes(W 2-1)
7 5 3 2 3 7
Delaware
Hammond(L 2-1)
5 6 5 3 3 3
Wilson
1 2 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
Walter
1

Players
Steve Puleo, C
Chad White, Cf
Chris Altomari, Of
Glen Stupienski, Rf
Shawn Tobin, C
Adam Mitchell, C
Tim Scott, 3b
Gabe Duross, lb
Brian Seguin, SS
Shane Slicer, If
Mike D'Andrea, Dh
Justin Tomberlin, Lf
Shanan Knox, 2b
Pete Radulski, Ph
Bob Zurinskas, Ph
Totals
Pitchers
Val Beaudet
Ronnie Hewes
Jason Rajotte
Ryan Smith
Frank Barresi
Mark Ballard
Jason Dryswak
Doug McEwen
Mike D'Andrea
Bob Zurinskas
Pete Radulski
Totals

8
18
15
19
18
7
19
14
19
10
13
19
18
2
1
19
W-L
1-1
2-1
2-0
0-0
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-0
2-2
0-2
0-0
9-10

Hr Rbi
Ab
1
3
2
14
6
3 22
0 19
63
0
38
6
9 13
0 10
72 12 22
2
70 10 21
8
10
1
3
0
3
68 12 20
9
0
55 13 16
9
1
9 21
0
76
9
6
15
4
0
0
5
8
1
5
31
7
0
69 13 17
1
7
67 10 14
0
0
0 0 0
0
0
0 0 0
6 93
649 107 187
Sv
ip H Era BB
6 4.32
4
0 8.1
19
1 32.0 32 5.04
0 26.1 22 5.13
18
I 10.0
3
9 5.40
8
0 11.0 13 5.73
10
0 20.1 29 6.20
3
0 9.1 10 6.75
0 5.1
8 8.44
9
0 26.2 36 9.00 27
3 7.2
8 12.91
13
4 18.00
1
0 2.0
5 159 177 6.63 115

Avg
.429
.349
.342
.306
.300
.300
.294
.291
.276
.267
.258
.246
.209
.000
.000
.288
K
2
29
18
2
13
14
7
3
30
3
1
122

Read The Maine Campus, we've got Zibby, Lefty and all the rest.

Maine Campusclassifieds
, help wanted
WANTED: Phonathon Associates, excellent pay,on campus location,flexible hours,
telemarketing experience helpful, but not
necessary, we will train the right
individual(s). Hiring now for Spring, Summer and Fall positions. Complete an application at the Crossland Alumni Center.
Tutors Wanted: Miracle Tutoring can cut
your advertising costs & provide student
referrals. 1-800-788-0952
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD BOUND
Ea UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL MATHSCIENCE CENTER Work with high school
students on the UMaine campus. We need
English, History, Science, Math,Computer
Science teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
Counselors and others. Summer workstudy especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound & UB Regional MathScience Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
GET INVOLVED!Tour Guide Applications
,available now in the Admissions Office,
Chadbourne Hall 581-1561
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. 1607

personals
Alternative Spirituality Circle meeting
Wed March 25 4:00-6:00 Drummond
Chapel Questions 581-6830
Hey Sisters of Phi: Thanks for another
great year, you're the best. Let's keep up
the moral! Love Shanie
Get Personal. Stop by,the basement of
Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.
INIMINI.1.1111

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
for your classified ad.

apartments

for sale

Available now or for fall semester Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now
under new management. Make an appointment to see the difference. 990-5817
or 862-2061 after S.

MINOLTA 35mm camera. With 35-70
and 80-200 zoom lenses, flash, small tripod. $275 OBO. Call Amy at 581-8064.

Sublet-Hubbard Farms May 1 1 -Aug 31
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. Contact 8665525 leave message
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. $660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl. Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep.1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 9455260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S550/mo. Luxury
2 BR Town home. 1 1/2 baths. Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Call 9456955 or 945-5260
Available Immediately or for Fall('92)
Spring('93). A quiet place to study within
walking distance to UMaine. 866-7888 or
866-2816.
Orono-Reserve 1 &2 bedroom heated
apts located within walking distance to
University. Tel 866-2816.
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eft to 4 bed. Apts from $200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-7231.

Snowboard KZ HC1 72 1992 model Emery plate bindings 172 CM $275 or $225
w/o bind. 581-8052 Tom.
2400 Baud Internal Modem for IBM and
compatibles first $40 takes it! Call Jeff at
581-6808.
Smith Corona XL500 typewriter 140
exc. cond. 3 CD's, Eric Clapton, Young
MC, Yo MN Raps. Steve 866-5733.
Kenwood Stereo -140 Watt amp,AMFM
tuner, 6 disc CD player, Marantz 12 band
equalizer, Technics cassette desk. $600 or
BO. Call Steve at 581-3852.
2 Freestanding Lofts 1100 or B.O. Call
581-7311 if interested. _
Giant Sedona Mt. Bike Farmer John tires
Shimano Accs. $300 or B.O. 827-7864.

found
FOUND:Male dog,yellow-Lab mix,on 3/
15 in Cumberland Hall. White chest & feet.
Please call 827-8777.
FOUND: A large Casio calculator before
Spring Break in 318 Shibles Hall. Call Tony
at 581-7937.
FOUND: Round tortoise shell women's
glasses in a purple pearl vision case. Left in
Language Lab in Little Hall. Call 581-7358
Michelle
Lose something?'Find something? Place
your FREE lost or found ad by calling 5811273.

wanted
Wanted: Silver trumpet Bflat in good condition for High School student. Reasonably priced. 884-8330 eves.

travel

misc.

Heading for EUROPE this summer? jet
there anytimefor oft,S169 with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's GO!& NY Times.)Also,
low roundtripfares to Westcoast. AIRHITCH
212-864-2000

Need money for college 207-646-7008.
Second Annual Business Bowl April 14,
1992 7:00 p.m. North Bangor Lounge.
Don't miss out on this exciting business
version of the "Jeopardy Game" ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

lost

Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site Indry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from UM. Bradley
Sec Dep 1 yr Ise. 1.575/mo 866-7789

LOST: Blue framed eyeglasses around Carnegie Hall. Call 866-7297.

Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace zippers, hemming,etc, Will pick up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.

fundraising

LOST: A black Citizen's Men's watch $20
reward. Call Ed at 581-7926.

ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

LOST: A gold ring with a light pale blue
stone in Fieldhouse or women's locker
room on 3/16. Call Monica at 866-0254.

Adoption New England couple long to
become a loving family through adoption.
Plenty of room in our hearts and home to
give a baby. Please call collect anytime.
Elaine and Tom 802-235-2312.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn up to
$1000 in one week. Plus receive a 11000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
for calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
Looking for your very own cash cow? Sell
T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call
942-0236.

LOST: A brown leather LL Bean pouch at
Geddy's on 3/17. Call Melissa at 8660401.
LOST: Dog, looks like German Shepherd,
8 month old male. Call Mike at 866-4464

Orono Thrift Shop-S1 a bag. 1/2 price
in Boutique thru March 28th. Sat 11-2,
Wed 11-4 from Main St. 2nd rt. off Pine
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Center for Student
Services Presents
QUEEN LATIFAH

Co-sponsors:

(4)

African-Amencan
Student Asscciatico

MARCH 26, 1992

Center fcr Multicultura

Maine Center

Comprehensive Fee Program

Affairs

for the Arts

Fund Comnittee
Culturai Affairs Committee

8:00 p.m.

East-West Campus Area

For more information

Facutty-oResgience Program

Board

Honors Program

contact the

Mane Peace Action

Center for

Memorial Union

Multicultural Affairs

Off-Campus Board (OCB)

Committee(MAC)

581.1405

New Student Programs

Residence-en-Campus(ROC)
Student Goyernment

Event is FREE

Community Unification
Conrrittee (CAC)

& Open to
the Public .

11144EB
Women's Center
Women in the Curriculum/
Yemen's Studies
Visomen's Resource Center
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